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A vector-space implementation of the equation that has been known as Hamilton’s Law

of Varying Action is used with a non-virtual perspective to generate direct solutions to

nonlinear initial value response problems in the time domain. This novel vector-space

perspective unleashes the power of linear algebra to provide new capabilities with

particular, this perspective permits the use of unconstrained temporal-basis-functions

without the need to augment Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action with Lagrange

multipliers, and provides a linearly independent set of spatiotemporal functions

spanning the solution space of the response. These spatiotemporal functions are

descriptively denoted as fundamental-time-modes. By providing this basis of funda-

mental-time-modes, the concepts of linear algebra can be taken advantage of to

accomplish model reduction and superposition for nonlinear systems. In particular,

classical model reduction techniques are used to eliminate non-dominant fundamental-

time-modes from the solution process, resulting in model reduction in the time domain.

In addition, using the novel concept of eigen-direction iteration, linearly independent

fundamental-time-mode response trajectories along eigen-directions are superposed to

yield new response trajectories for nonlinear systems. These capabilities of the vector-

space approach are demonstrated for nonlinear systems exhibiting nonlinear normal

mode response. The article concludes with an Appendix A entitled ‘‘The Law of

Evolutionary Energy, Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action and the Principle of Virtual

Work’’, providing essential insight to the non-virtual working equation of the authors’

previous articles and the current article, referred to as Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action,

to distinguish it from virtual concepts and virtual variational principles of classical

dynamics. It is shown that this particular equation referred to as Hamilton’s Law of

Varying Action is a special case of the Law of Evolutionary Energy which inherently

encompasses the First Law of Thermodynamics involving quantifiable real changes

(alterations) along the real dynamic path, the application of which to mechanical

systems yields both the current non-virtual working form of Hamilton’s Law of Varying

Action and the original form of the only enunciated (non-virtual) ‘‘law of varying action’’

by Hamilton which are not the same expressions.
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Nomenclature

ai ith expansion coefficient for the
temporal-basis-function in real time

A column vector of temporal-basis-function
expansion coefficients, fAig

Aconv column vector of converged temporal-basis-
function expansion coefficients, fAigconv

Ai ith expansion coefficient for the temporal-
basis-function in nondimensional time

AR ½E�RbR

b right-hand column vector of external forcing
functions and/or initial conditions

c damping coefficient
�E evolutionary energy, see Appendix A,

Eq. (A.1a)
E time-integral of all of the running energy

expenditures in a dynamic process; evolving
energy, see Appendix A, Eq. (A.1b)

E modal vector 2 Fn

½E�N matrix of null-space basis vectors, ½E1; . . . ;E2N �

½E�R matrix of range-space basis vectors, ½E2Nþ1;

. . . ;ENn�

f external forcing function
FHLVA vector-space of functions that satisfy Hamil-

ton’s Law of Varying Action, AP
Fn vector-space of coordinates
HLVA Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action
i summation, matrix, and vector indice
j summation, matrix, and vector indice
k summation, matrix, vector, and transition

interval indice
kli linear stiffness coefficient
knli nonlinear stiffness coefficient
Ki exponent governing spread of Gaussian tem-

poral-basis-function with center at ti

l summation, matrix, vector, and transition
interval indice

mi mass associated with the ith degree-of-free-
dom

n total number of temporal-basis-functions
N total number of degrees-of-freedom
½P� matrix representation of Hamilton’s Law of

Varying Action
P vector space of polynomials
q column vector (N-tuple) of coordinates qr ,

2 FHLVA

q0 initial displacement
_q0 initial velocity in real time
q�i ith vector-valued fundamental-time-mode

being an N-tuple of component functions
q�riðtÞ, 1r ir2N(rNn for forced systems)

qR column vector (N-tuple) of coordinates qR
r , for

the range-space solution, 2 FHLVA

qr coordinate of rth degree-of-freedom, 2 FHLVA,
1rrrN

qR
r coordinate of rth degree-of-freedom for range-

space solution, 2 FHLVA, 1rrrN

q�riðtÞ rth component function for the ith fundamen-
tal-time-mode, 2 FHLVA, 1r ir2N (rNn for
forced systems)

r index of degrees-of-freedom, 1rrrN

s index of eigenvalue, l
½S� diagonal matrix of singular values
t time

tf upper temporal limit of Hamilton’s Law of
Varying Action

ti lower temporal limit of Hamilton’s Law of
Varying Action

tk initial time of transition interval

tkþ1 final time of transition interval
T kinetic energy

½U� column orthonormal matrix containing basis
vectors that span the range-space, 2 Fn

½V� orthonormal matrix containing basis vectors
that span the null-space, 2 Fn

dW evolutional work expression

b modal coordinate, 2 Fn

bN null-space modal coordinates ½b1; . . . ;b2N �
T 2 Fn

bR range-space modal coordinates ½b2Nþ1; . . . ;
bNn�

T 2 Fn

d evolutional operator set equivalent to � for
compatibility with Öz [24]

dt see Eq. (31)
� evolutionary operator defined in Öz [24], see

Appendix A
s singular value
l eigenvalue of ½P�
t nondimensional time
ti;j temporal center of Gaussian temporal-basis-

function
c row vector of temporal-basis-functions,

2 FHLVA

ð. . . Þ0 derivative with respect to nondimensional time
ð� � �
�
Þ derivative with respect to real time

ð ^� � �Þ trial entities
ð ~. . .Þ entities associated with reduced modal

matrices
ð. . . ÞN entities in null-space, 2 Fn

ð. . . ÞR entities in range-space, 2 Fn

Dt ¼ tkþ1�tk, time span of transition interval
when time-marching.
¼ tf�ti, without time-marching
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1. Introduction

Over the past three decades, an equation referred to as Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action has been applied to linear,
nonlinear, time invariant and time varying dynamic systems to solve the response problem directly, without the use of
differential equations of motion [1–14]. Direct control methodologies have also been implemented using Hamilton’s Law of
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Varying Action [15–19]. In other endeavors, Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action has been used to develop perturbation
techniques [20] and sensitivity analysis [21], and to model stochastic systems [22].

The equation referred to as Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action may be expressed as

Z tf

t0

ðdTþdWÞdt�
X

r

qT

q _qr

dqr

����
tf

t0

¼ 0; (1)

where qrðtÞ is the dependent variable representing the displacement (which may or may not be a generalized coordinate)
of the rth degree-of-freedom for an N-degree-of-freedom system. However, in the use of Eq. (1) in this paper (and in all of
the previous works of the authors’) the variations of energy and work quantities are not virtual variations but real path
alterations which we refer to as evolutional changes along the dynamically real path of motion and must not be
misconstrued as virtual variations associated with the variational principles of classical dynamics (see Appendix A). T is the
kinetic energy of the system and dW ¼

P
Qrdqr is the (real) evolutional work expression, which includes the work of

the conservative, non-conservative, and damping forces, where Qr are the associated (generalized) forces. The concepts
associated with the operator symbol d signify real changes or alterations in a particular direction (defined as evolutions) in
the real system processes and are associated with the recently enunciated Law of Evolutionary Energy and its methodology
referred to as the Evolutionary Energy Method [23,24]. The physical and mathematical nature of the evolutional symbol d
within the context of the Law of Evolutionary Energy is illustrated in Appendix A, and more details are included in Ref. [24].
The Law of Evolutionary Energy is an ultimate statement of energy conservation in the form of a time-integral of energy–
work interactions for real physical processes of a dynamic system, and inherently encompasses the First Law of
Thermodynamics. Appendix A provides insight to the background of Eq. (1) as we use it, which is the working equation of
this article and has been the working equation of the authors’ previous articles, to distinguish it from virtual concepts and
virtual variational principles of classical dynamics. It is shown in Appendix A that Eq. (1), as we use and have been using it
in our works, falls under the umbrella of the broader concept of the Law of Evolutionary Energy involving quantifiable real
path changes which must also satisfy the underlying energy conservation law along (or attached to) the real dynamic path.
Thus, the symbol d corresponds to the real physical and mathematical nature of these (energy-conservation compliant)
evolutional path changes, and therefore is recognized and defined as an evolutional symbol or operator. It is not the
variational symbol or operator, which is often associated with virtual principles and variations in classical dynamics.

In applying Eq. (1), it is comforting to note that the mathematical use of the symbol d remains the same as in variational
and differential calculus. With this understanding and distinction from virtual variations emphasized, in this article for the
last time, we will use the symbol d to denote the real variation (evolution) and real variational (evolutional) operator for
compatibility with the previous companion paper [25]. Subsequent articles will use the new evolutional operator symbol
� [24] instead of d, and Eq. (1) will be referred to as the Mechanical Law of Evolutionary Energy. As shown in Appendix A,
the application of the Law of Evolutionary Energy to a mechanical system leads to the appearance in the same equation of
both the current working form of Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action, Eq. (1), and the authentic form of the only enunciated
‘‘law of varying action’’ by Hamilton [26] which are not the same expressions. The latter expression does not appear in the
classical dynamics texts and literature. Eq. (1) has never been explicitly stated by Hamilton, but can only be inferred
(perhaps subjectively) from Hamilton’s second essay [27] following and with proper use of his authentic ‘‘law of varying
action’’ [26]. Recently, Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action has been viewed from a vector-space perspective, which resulted
in the implementation of Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action using a vector-space algorithm denoted as the ‘‘Universal

Procedure’’. This procedure was first applied to linear systems in Ref. [25], and is extended to nonlinear systems herein.
Prior to the vector-space perspective, researchers had been bound to the idea that the dependent variables must be
represented by a basis function expansion constrained in form to include the initial conditions explicitly [6], or that the use
of basis functions unconstrained in form to include the initial conditions explicitly required the augmentation of
Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action with Lagrange multipliers [28]. However, neither of these notions is a requirement for
implementing Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action as demonstrated in Ref. [25].

The ‘‘universal procedure’’ represents the dependent variables by an expansion of any admissible set of temporal-basis-

functions unconstrained in form, while preserving Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action in its original form (without Lagrange
multipliers). This vector-space implementation generates a basis of spatiotemporal functions over the time interval ðti; tf Þ.
These spatiotemporal functions are denoted as fundamental-time-modes that constitute a basis for the response of linear
and nonlinear systems. For linear systems, the vector-space perspective provides the capability to generate the general
response solution, in addition to the unique response also provided by other methods [25]. Perhaps most importantly, the
vector-space perspective provides the framework necessary to overcome the line of thought that the upper temporal limit
of Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action must conceptually have a finite value, which would infer that Hamilton’s Law of
Varying Action could only be successfully applied over small time intervals. However, the upper temporal limit of
Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action is in concept unbounded. The only limitation on the value of the upper limit with regard
to the direct implementation of Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action, is the availability of suitable temporal-basis-functions.

Since Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action is valid over any time interval, there exist fundamental-time-modes that span
the solution space of Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action for infinite-time, providing a basis for the infinite-time response.
Fundamental-time-modes spanning the solution space for infinite-time are denoted as genuine fundamental-time-modes,
which may not be known explicitly, but may be approximated in a local or global sense using the vector-space approach
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presented in this work. The only impediments to accurately approximating the genuine fundamental-time-modes are the
availability of suitable temporal-basis-functions. These concepts will be presented in more detail in Section 1.1.

When eigenfunctions span the solution space of Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action for all time, they will likewise be
denoted as genuine eigenfunctions. For linear systems, the fundamental-time-modes characterizing free-motion, are the
vector-valued eigenfunctions of temporal dependency, which satisfy Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action excluding the
generalized forcing vector.

Even though the fundamental-time-modes are the eigenfunctions of Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action for linear
systems exhibiting free-motion, they are not always equivalent to the natural modes of the system. Also, the fundamental-
time-modes are not always the eigenfunctions of Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action for nonlinear systems. Therefore,
fundamental-time-modes cannot be characterized in general as natural modes or eigenfunctions, and thus their distinctive
name is warranted.

The main intent of this work is aimed at presenting the vector-space implementation of Hamilton’s Law of Varying
Action for nonlinear systems. Key features and capabilities resulting from this vector-space perspective will be illustrated.
Classical model reduction techniques will be used to eliminate non-dominant fundamental-time-modes from the solution
process, demonstrating model reduction in the time domain. In addition, linear independent fundamental-time-mode
response trajectories along eigen-directions can be superposed to yield new response trajectories for the nonlinear system.
This capability of the vector-space approach will be demonstrated for systems exhibiting nonlinear normal mode response.

Although it is not commonly taught, superposition is possible for nonlinear systems. Two examples of other efforts in
this area are presented in Refs. [29,30]. Nonetheless, even though superposition for nonlinear systems is not new, it is
remarkably demonstrated in this work. In addition, the search for superposable trajectories is made possible by
introduction of the novel concept of eigen-direction iteration.

1.1. Preliminaries

From the vector-space viewpoint, Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action is an operator that maps to zero the time-integral of
the work done by all of the forces (including inertia forces), acting on or within the system. Hamilton’s Law of Varying
Action operates in the vector-space of functions FHLVA, spanning the displacements and their derivatives, which satisfy the
operator over the time interval ðtirtrtf Þ. The basis functions of FHLVA are the fundamental-time-modes of Hamilton’s Law
of Varying Action.

The temporal limits ti and tf are completely arbitrary and unbounded. Finite values are usually assigned to the temporal
limits ti and tf in time-domain initial value problems, either because the response solution is only sought over a finite time, or
due to limitations imposed by the particular method used to implement Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action. For frequency
domain problems where synchronous or harmonic motion is assumed, the temporal limits are usually chosen such that time
may be easily integrated out of the problem. Assigning temporal limits to ti and tf does not mean that Hamilton’s Law of
Varying Action has some limit of applicability, but merely indicates a limitation imposed by the analyst for whatever reason.

In the most general sense, FHLVA spans the displacements and their derivatives that are valid for infinite-time
ð0rtr1Þ. In this case, the basis functions of FHLVA are denoted as the genuine fundamental-time-modes. For single-
degree-of-freedom and multi-degree-of-freedom systems, these fundamental-time-modes are scalar and vector-valued,
respectively. The time-space path is continuous with continuous first derivatives over some time interval ðti; tf Þ and
therefore is a continuous function over ðti; tf Þ [1]. Consequently, it may be represented by a power series expansion
according to the Weierstrass theorem. Since the power series are a natural basis for the vector-space of polynomials P, it
can be concluded that FHLVA (spanning the time-space path) is a subspace of the vector-space P.

Any response may be represented by an admissible expansion of temporal-basis-functions. An admissible set of basis
functions are those exhibiting continuous derivatives over the time interval ðti; tf Þ. For distributed-parameter systems, spatial-
basis-functions are included, which typically satisfy the spatial boundary conditions. In situations where abrupt changes in
forces occur, the interval ðtirtrtf Þmay need to be chosen such that the expansion of temporal-basis-functions can adequately
approximate the time-space path. However, this is merely a limitation imposed by the particular set of basis functions.

Consider Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action from the view-point of infinite-timeZ tf ¼ 1

ti ¼ 0
ðdTþdWÞ dt�

X
r

qT

q _qr

dqr

����
tf ¼ 1

ti ¼ 0

¼ 0: (2)

In this situation, cosðotÞ, sinðotÞ and eiot are examples of genuine fundamental-time-modes of Hamilton’s Law of Varying
Action for many single degree-of-freedom discrete linear systems undergoing simple harmonic free-motion. For multi-
degree-of-freedom linear systems exhibiting simple harmonic free-motion, the genuine fundamental-time-modes are
vector-valued with temporal components cosðotÞ, sinðotÞ or eiot common to each degree-of-freedom. In fact, in these
cases the genuine fundamental-time-modes are equivalent to the genuine eigenfunctions of Hamilton’s Law of Varying
Action. Clearly, these genuine fundamental-time-modes are equally valid for finite temporal limits as well. Since in most
practical applications, the temporal-basis-functions chosen (e.g., ft; t2; t3; . . .g) are not the temporal part of the genuine
fundamental-time-modes (e.g., fcosðotÞ; sinðotÞg) of Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action, the response can only be accurately
approximated over a finite interval of time ðtl; tuÞ. Outside of this interval, the ability of the temporal-basis-functions to
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approximate the genuine fundamental-time-modes is reduced. Therefore, in order to generate response solutions for times
exceeding the span of the temporal-basis-functions ðtirtrtf Þ4ðtl; tuÞ, the total time of interest ðtirtrtf Þ is divided into
sequential transition intervals ðtk; tkþ1Þr ðtl; tuÞ.

Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action is expressed in terms of sequential transition intervals asZ tf

ti

ðdTþdWÞdt�
X

r

@T

@ _qr

dqr

����
tf

ti

¼
XK

k ¼ 0

Z tkþ 1

tk

ðdTþdWÞdt�
X

r

@T

@ _qr

dqr

����
tkþ 1

tk

( )
¼ 0; k¼ 0;1;2; . . . ;K (3)

where k is the transition interval index, ti ¼ t0, tf ¼ tkþ1, and K is the number of intervals. Continuity of displacement and
velocity are satisfied at the temporal boundaries of the transition intervals as shown in terms of nondimensional time t

qkþ1
r ðt¼ 0Þ ¼ qk

r ðt¼ 1Þ; Dtq
0kþ1
r ðt¼ 0Þ ¼Dtq

0k
r ðt¼ 1Þ; (4)

where Dt¼ tkþ1�tk, t¼Dtt and ð Þ0 ¼ dð Þ=dt. The transition intervals do not need to be equispaced in time. It is possible,
and will be demonstrated herein, that ðtl; tuÞ can span one period of oscillation for nonlinear systems. In situations where
the temporal-basis-functions are chosen as the temporal part of the genuine fundamental-time-modes [25], ðtk; tkþ1Þ ¼

ðtl; tuÞ ¼ ð0;1Þ.
In general, the genuine fundamental-time-modes are not known a-priori and are approximated over the transition

intervals ðtk; tkþ1Þ in due course of implementing the vector-space approach via the choice of temporal-basis-functions. An
approximation, spanning the minimum time required to fully characterize a genuine fundamental-time-mode, is denoted
as a ‘‘global’’ approximation. An example of a global approximation would be that which spans one period of a synchronous
linear or nonlinear system. If the approximations are not ‘‘global’’, they are ‘‘local’’, i.e., over a transition interval smaller
than a characteristic time. Global fundamental-time-modes approximate the response over a complete period and thus
each time-mode repeats itself over each period.

The vector-space perspective is a view of Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action in terms of vector-spaces (including
functions spaces), which are defined by the principles of linear algebra. The ‘‘universal procedure’’ is an algorithm that
generates the response by taking advantage of this vector-space perspective. In this work, ‘‘universal procedure’’ will be
used synonymously with ‘‘vector-space implementation’’ or ‘‘vector-space approach’’.

2. Vector-space perspective

A concise overview of the vector-space and temporal viewpoints of Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action has been
presented in Section 1. This section, presents an in-depth look at the process of implementing Hamilton’s Law of Varying
Action for nonlinear systems from a vector-space perspective. By combining the method of iteration with the linear
algebraic principles and vector-space concepts, the vector-space implementation of Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action is
made possible for nonlinear systems.

2.1. Traditional approach

The traditional method of implementing Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action for nonlinear systems will not be presented
here in detail, but a brief statement is made to provide a comparison to the vector-space approach. This method utilizes an
iteration scheme that depends on the use of temporal-basis-functions ½wðtÞ� constrained in form to explicitly include the
initial conditions A0 ¼ ½q0 q0

0 �T as shown for the single degree-of-freedom system.

qðtÞ ¼ ½w0ðtÞ�Aoþ½wðtÞ�A (5)

The reader is referred to Bailey [1,2] for further details.
While the procedure of Bailey [1,2] works fine for temporal-basis-functions that inherently contain the initial

conditions explicitly, it requires the modification of other temporal-basis-functions that are not inherently constrained in
form to explicitly include the initial conditions to meet the form of Eq. (5). This may, depending on the temporal-basis-
functions chosen, alter their approximation characteristics initially desired by the analyst. The vector-space implementa-
tion through the universal procedure, removes the constraints in form imposed on the basis function expansions by the
traditional approach. This permits the use of any set of admissible unconstrained basis functions, preserving their unique
characteristics, which may have been compromised by altering them to include the initial conditions as required by the
traditional approach.

2.2. Vector-space approach

The vector-space approach is implemented using unconstrained temporal-basis-functions as shown,

qðtÞ ¼ ½wðtÞ�A; t¼Dtt (6)

and as a result, the expansion coefficients are not segregated into those that represent the initial conditions and those that
are unknown, as in Eq. (5) for the traditional approach. Instead, all of the expansion coefficients are treated as unknowns.
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Substituting the unconstrained temporal-basis-function expansions into Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action for a nonlinear
system results in a set of nonlinear algebraic equations of motion in the following homogeneous or nonhomogeneous
forms:

½PðAÞ�A¼ 0 (7)

and

½PðARÞ�AR ¼ b: (8)

Unforced nonlinear systems result in homogeneous equations. The nonlinear system is generally nonhomogeneous ðba0Þ
when external forces are present. External forces that are functions of the displacement and/or its derivatives (e.g., follower
forces) may be incorporated into ½PðAÞ� so that for systems subjected solely to follower forces, a system of homogeneous
equations also results just as for an unforced system. ½PðAÞ� is in general not unique for a given nonlinear system.

For the sake of understanding the generality of the exposition, one may consider that ½wðtÞ� in Eq. (6) are the temporal
components of the genuine fundamental-time-modes of the system and A are the participation factors characterizing the
motion in the overall response for the global transition interval. The vector-space approach for linear systems as described
in Ref. [25] is a special case of the approach presented herein.

2.2.1. Free-motion (null-space solution)

With all of the expansion coefficients A treated as unknowns, the resulting algebraic equations of motion as shown in
Eq. (7) for the free-motion of any N-degree-of-freedom dynamic system, requires that a nontrivial solution vector A reside
in the null-space of ½PðAÞ� 2 Fn. Moreover, A will be comprised of a linear combination of the null-space basis vectors,
determined from the following eigenvalue problem

½PðAðENÞÞ�Ei ¼ liEi ðli ¼ 0; i¼ 1;2; . . . ;2NÞ (9)

where 2N zero eigenvalues are sought by iteration, their corresponding eigenvectors forming a basis for the null-space of
½PðAðENÞÞ�. For each eigenvalue li there corresponds an eigenvector Ei consisting of n components for each degree-of-
freedom ½e1

1e1
2 . . . e

1
ne2

1e2
2 . . . e

2
n . . . e

N
1 eN

2 . . . e
N
n �

T
i , where each degree-of-freedom is represented by n temporal-basis-functions.

½PðAðENÞÞ� is of size nN�nN, where N is the total number of degrees-of-freedom. AðENÞ represents an expansion of A in
terms of the null-space basis vectors EN , and modal coordinates bN

AðENÞ

A1

A2

^

AN

8>>>><
>>>>:

9>>>>=
>>>>;
¼ fE1b1þE2b2þ � � � þE2Nb2Ng ¼ f½E�NbNg (10)

From here on, the functional dependency of A on E will not be explicitly indicated.
Two initial conditions, qð0Þ and _qð0Þ, in the free-motion solution space (null-space) in FHLVA are necessary to uniquely

characterize the trajectory for each degree-of-freedom. Since these initial conditions must be spanned by the null-space,
the dimension of the null-space of FHLVA for an N-degree-of-freedom system, must be 2N, which is twice the number of
degrees-of-freedom.

Now, consider the vector-space Fn. From linear algebra, the solutions of ½PðAÞ�A¼ 0 reside in the null-space of
½PðAÞ� 2 Fn. Since ½PðAÞ� 2 Fn is the matrix representation of Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action 2 FHLVA per the
representation theorem [31, pp. 364–365], the null-space of ½PðAÞ� 2 Fn must be of the same dimension as the null-
space of Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action 2 FHLVA. In other words, the 2N initial conditions spanned by the null-space in
FHLVA must be accommodated by 2N null-space basis vectors in Fn, since ½PðAÞ� is the matrix representation of Hamilton’s
Law of Varying Action. Therefore, there must be 2N null-space basis vectors fEi : li ¼ 0; i¼ 1;2; . . . ;2Ng 2 Fn that compose
A. At the same time, the set of eigenvectors ER ¼ fEi : lia0; i¼ 2Nþ1; . . . ;nNg form a basis for the range-space of ½PðAÞ� 2 Fn.
The N(n�2) number of range-space basis vectors follows from the rank and nullity theorem of linear algebra.

The displacement and velocity response for the N-degree-of-freedom dynamic system may be expressed more
succinctly in terms of fundamental-time-modes q�i as

qðtÞ ¼

q1ðtÞ
q2ðtÞ
^

qNðtÞ

8>>>><
>>>>:

9>>>>=
>>>>;
¼

\

wðtÞ
\

2
64

3
75

A1

A2

^

AN

8>>>><
>>>>:

9>>>>=
>>>>;
¼

\

wðtÞ
\

2
64

3
75½E�NbN ¼

X2N

i ¼ 1

q�i ðtÞbi ¼ ½q
�
i ðtÞ�NbN (11)

q0ðtÞ ¼

q01ðtÞ
q02ðtÞ
^

q0NðtÞ

8>>>><
>>>>:

9>>>>=
>>>>;
¼

\

w0ðtÞ
\

2
64

3
75

A1

A2

^

AN

8>>>><
>>>>:

9>>>>=
>>>>;
¼

\

w0ðtÞ
\

2
64

3
75½E�NbN ¼

X2N

i ¼ 1

q�
0

i ðtÞbi ¼ ½q
�0

i ðtÞ�bN ; (12)
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where the fundamental-time-modes are defined as

q�i ðtÞ ¼

q�1ðtÞ
q�2ðtÞ
^

q�NðtÞ

8>>>><
>>>>:

9>>>>=
>>>>;

i

¼

\

wðtÞ
\

2
64

3
75Ei ði¼ 1;2; . . . ;2NÞ; (13)

and consist of an N-tuple of scalar functions q�riðtÞ designated as the rth component function of the ith fundamental-
time-mode.

Arranging Eqs. (11) and (12) in matrix form, results in

½WðtÞ�½E�NbN ¼
qðtÞ
q0ðtÞ

( )
; (14)

where

½WðtÞ� ¼

\

wðtÞ
\

\

w0ðtÞ
\

2
6666666664

3
7777777775
; (15)

From Eq. (14), the null-space modal coordinates may be expressed in terms of the known initial conditions as shown

bN ¼ ð½Wð0Þ�½E�NÞ
�1

qð0Þ

q0ð0Þ

( )
: (16)

Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action in the form of Eqs. (1) or (7) is exactly satisfied and provides the exact response, when
the temporal part of the genuine fundamental-time-modes of Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action are used as the temporal-
basis-functions. However, the genuine fundamental-time-modes for nonlinear systems are not generally known. Many
problems will not have known closed-form genuine fundamental-time-modes, so constructing their approximation using
an expansion of temporal-basis-functions spanning FHLVA is the only alternative. Consequently, trial temporal-basis-
functions will be used which will serve to span the vector-space FHLVA, and thus approximate the response of the system.
The degree to which the unique response of a dynamic system will be approximated is dependent on how completely these
trial temporal-basis-functions span this vector-space. These trial temporal-basis-functions may be varied in quantity and
character, until a satisfactory approximation to the response is achieved. The eigenvalue problem resulting from the use of
these trial temporal-basis-functions is solved by iteration and will be expressed as

½P̂ðÂÞ�Ê ¼ l̂Ê; (17)

where ð ^� � �Þ denotes trial or non-converged entities. An initial value of the expansion coefficients Âh (see Section 2.2.6 for
details) are selected, fixing ½P̂ðÂÞ� for the current iterate, whereby 2N trial eigenvalues l̂ closest to nullity and their
corresponding trial basis vectors ÊN are selected. Using these basis vectors, updated trial expansion coefficients Âhþ1 are
generated as shown

Âhþ1 ¼

A1

A2

^

AN

8>>>><
>>>>:

9>>>>=
>>>>;

hþ1

¼ fÊ1b̂1þ Ê2b̂2þ � � � þ Ê2Nb̂2Ngh ¼ f½Ê�Nb̂Ngh; (18)

using the trial modal coordinates

b̂N ¼ ð½Wð0Þ�½Ê�NÞ
�1

qð0Þ

q0ð0Þ

( )
: (19)

The trial expansion coefficients Âhþ1 may be compared to Âh to determine convergence. If the expansion coefficients Âhþ1

have not converged, they are substituted back into ½P̂ðÂÞ� seeking yet another set of trial eigenvalues closest to nullity along
with their corresponding trial basis vectors. This is repeated until convergence of Âhþ1 is achieved.

When the trial expansion coefficients converge, the set of trial eigenvalues are checked for 2N null values. If 2N zero
eigenvalues exist, Eq. (9) is satisfied and the trial system matrix ½P̂ðÂÞ� has converged to the correct matrix representation
of Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action denoted as ½PðAÞ�. At this point, the correct converged expansion coefficients will have
been obtained, and are denoted as Aconv. If 2N zero eigenvalues do not result, then the converged expansion coefficients are
not correct. In this case, the set of temporal-basis-functions is modified in quantity or character or the temporal limits on
Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action adjusted, before solving the trial eigenvalue problem again.
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A satisfactory selection of temporal-basis-functions is indicated by the degree to which 2N eigenvalues of ½P� approach
zero, the expansion coefficients having also converged to their respective values. Ultimately, a satisfactory approximation
to the response is determined as put forth in Section 2.2.5. It is possible to obtain convergence of the expansion coefficients
without 2N eigenvalues converging to zero, but this would not constitute a solution of Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action.
The expansion coefficients A, satisfying Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action, are those that have converged, and at the same
time have provided a set of 2N zero eigenvalues.

At this point, the trial entities are now converged quantities; ½P̂ðÂÞ� ¼ ½PðAconvÞ�; Ê ¼ E; l̂ ¼ l; b̂N ¼ bN , the null-space
basis vectors EN ¼ fEi : li ¼ 0; i¼ 1; . . . ;2Ng and the range-space basis vectors ER ¼ fEi : lia0; i¼ 2Nþ1; . . . ;nNg of ½PðAÞ� 2
Fn having been determined simultaneously. Since Aconv has been determined at this point, ½PðAconvÞ� is now an invariant
matrix of known scalars for the time interval at hand

½P�A¼ 0: (20)

The expansion coefficients Aconv, are not explicitly shown in Eq. (20) indicating that the iteration is complete, the expansion
coefficients being ‘‘absorbed’’ into ½P�. At this point, ½P� is the true matrix representation of the Hamilton’s Law of Varying
Action transformation or mapping for the transition interval ðtk; tkþ1Þ considered, according to the representation theorem
of linear algebra [31, pp. 364–366].

Fig. 1 shows pictorially, the representation theorem as applied to the universal procedure associated with Hamilton’s
Law of Varying Action. Here, in the vector-space of coordinates Fn, the coordinates Aconv are related to the null-space modal
coordinates bN through the null-space modal matrix EN . The representation theorem is being used only at the point where
the coefficients A have converged, and where 2N eigenvalues are zero.

The unique free response for the N-degree-of-freedom nonlinear system in FHLVA, may be expressed by re-attaching the
converged set of expansion coefficients Aconv 2 Fn to the temporal-basis-functions ½wtÞ� 2 FHLVA, resulting in the 2N null-
space fundamental-time-mode composition of the unique free response

qðtÞ
q0ðtÞ

( )
¼

\

wðtÞ
\

\

w0ðtÞ
\

2
6666666664

3
7777777775

Aconv ¼

\

wðtÞ
\

\

w0ðtÞ
\

2
6666666664

3
7777777775

A1

A2

^

AN

8>>>><
>>>>:

9>>>>=
>>>>;

conv

¼ ½WðtÞ�½E�NbN ¼

\

q�ðtÞ
\

\

q�
0

ðtÞ
\

2
6666666664

3
7777777775

N

bN ; (21)

where the superscript on A is the degrees-of-freedom index.
The unique response satisfying the initial conditions is provided by the null-space modal coordinates bN , which are

simultaneously generated by the iteration process along with the null-space basis vectors EN . In contrast, the process for
linear systems [25] determines the null-space modal coordinates after the basis vectors are generated. The modal
coordinates bN serve to scale the basis vectors EN such that the initial conditions are satisfied.

2.2.2. Forced-motion (range-space solution)

For the following discussion, it is assumed that Aconv, have been obtained via iteration, resulting in a ½P� matrix having
2N zero eigenvalues for the transition interval ðtk; tkþ1Þ.

By virtue of the fact that ½P� has zero eigenvalues, it is singular and therefore cannot be inverted to solve for AR per
Eq. (8). From linear algebra, the solutions of Eq. (8) reside in the range-space of ½P� 2 Fn and therefore the range-space
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expansion coefficients AR are composed of the N(n�2) range-space basis vectors ER ¼ fEi : lia0; i¼ 2Nþ1; . . . ;nNg

obtained simultaneously with the null-space basis vectors.

AR ¼ ½E�RbR (22)

As with the null-space solution, the range-space solution qRðtÞ 2 FHLVA may be composed of the N(n�2) fundamental-
time-modes q�iR for the range-space

qRðtÞ
qR0 ðtÞ

( )
¼WðtÞ½E�RbR ¼WðtÞAR ¼

\

q�i ðtÞ
\

\

q�
0

i ðtÞ
\

2
66666666664

3
77777777775

R

bR; (23)

where the fundamental-time-modes for the range-space solution are defined the same as for the null-space, as shown in
Eq. (13). The range-space modal coordinates bR may be obtained by re-writing Eq. (8) as shown

½P�AR ¼ ½P�½E�RbR ¼ ½E�R

\

l
\

2
64

3
75

R

bR ¼ b; (24)

where the identity ½P�Ei ¼ liEi has been employed, and by left multiplying Eq. (24) by ½E�TR and rearranging to obtain

bR ¼ ð½E�
T
R½P�½E�RÞ

�1
½E�TRb¼

\

l�1

\

2
64

3
75

R

ð½E�TR½E�RÞ
�1
½E�TRb: (25)

If the eigenvectors are orthonormal ½E�TR½E�R ¼ ½I�, Eq. (25) simplifies accordingly and no matrix inversion will be needed. The
range-space solution as shown in Eq. (23) may then be obtained by using the range-space basis vectors and their modal
coordinates from Eq. (25). Alternatively, AR may be calculated directly by left multiplying Eq. (25) by ½E�R, thus providing
the range-space solution from Eq. (23).
2.2.3. Complete solution

The complete solution for the forced system may be constructed to represent the displacement and velocity using a
linear combination of the 2N fundamental-time-modes of the homogeneous (null-space) solution and the N(n�2)
fundamental-time-modes of the non-homogeneous (range-space) solution qRðtÞ [31], as shown

qðtÞ
q0ðtÞ

( )
¼ ½WðtÞ�f½E�NbNþARg ¼ ½WðtÞ�½E�NbNþ

qRðtÞ
qR0 ðtÞ

( )
¼

\

q�ðtÞ
\

\

q�
0

ðtÞ
\

2
6666666664

3
7777777775

N

bNþ

\

q�ðtÞ
\

\

q�
0

ðtÞ
\

2
6666666664

3
7777777775

R

bR (26)

Rearranging Eq. (26), results in

bN ¼ ð½Wð0Þ�½E�NÞ
�1

qð0Þ�qRð0Þ

q0ð0Þ�qR0 ð0Þ

( )
; (27)

where the modal coordinates bN may be determined using the initial conditions qið0Þ and qi
0 ð0Þ and the initial states of the

range-space solution qR
i ð0Þ and qR0

i ð0Þ. The complete response of the N-degree-of-freedom system may then be constructed
from Eq. (26) using bN and the range-space response qRðtÞ and qR0ðtÞ.

The expansion coefficients for the complete solution are composed of both the 2N null-space and N(n�2) range-space
basis vectors and their modal coordinates. Therefore, the iteration method for the complete solution is implemented
in a slightly different fashion than for the system exhibiting free-motion, in that the null- and range-space basis
vectors and their modal coordinates are simultaneously calculated as part of the iteration process for the
complete solution. In contrast, the process for linear systems [25] calculates the null-space modal coordinates after the
basis vectors are generated. The expansion coefficients of the complete solution are calculated using the following
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recursive relationship

Ahþ1 ¼

A1

A2

^

AN

8>>>><
>>>>:

9>>>>=
>>>>;

hþ1

¼ f½E�NbNþ½E�RbRgh ¼ f½E�NbNþARgh; (28)

where the null- and range-space modal coordinates are determined using Eqs. (27) and (25), respectively. The expansion
coefficients for the hth iteration of the current transition interval, may be compared to the (h�1) iterate to determine
convergence. When the coefficients have converged and there are 2N zero eigenvalues, the complete response may be
generated using a linear combination of the 2N fundamental-time-modes of the null-space solution and the N(n�2)
fundamental-time-modes of the range-space solution qR.

The system response may be marched in time, by updating the algebraic equations of motion, Eqs. (7) or (8), at the
beginning of each subsequent transition interval, and by taking the initial conditions of the current transition interval from
the final conditions of the previous transition interval. Once the solution is generated, the response may be evaluated at
any time within the transition interval since the response for each transition interval is represented by continuous
functions of time via the temporal-basis-function expansion.

2.2.4. Utilizing the singular-value decomposition

Up to this point, the universal procedure has been presented using an eigenvalue analysis. However, the singular value
decomposition also provides the null- and range-space basis vectors. The singular value decomposition produces two
orthonormal matrices [U], [V] and a diagonal matrix [S] of singular values r, which are related to [P] as follows [32,33]

½P� ¼ ½U�½S�½V�T: (29)

When implementing the singular value decomposition, 2N null singular values are sought after, the corresponding
columns of ½V� providing the null-space basis vectors fEN ¼ ½Vi� : sii ¼ 0; i¼ 1;2N; . . . ;2Ng. The columns of [U] corres-
ponding to the non-zero diagonal elements of [S] are an orthonormal basis for the range-space fER ¼ ½Ui� : siia0;
i¼ 2Nþ1; . . . ;nNg.

The range-space expansion coefficients AR may be computed directly [32,33]

AR ¼ ½P�
þb¼ ½V�½S��1½U�Tb; (30)

where the singular value decomposition inverse of [P] denoted as [P]+ has been used, since [P] is singular and therefore
cannot be inverted to solve for AR. The inverse of [S] in Eq. (30) is a diagonal matrix containing the reciprocals of the
singular values, i.e., s�1

j , where s�1
j is replaced by 0 if sj ¼ 0. Thus the singular value decomposition of [P] may be used

exclusively to calculate the null- and range-space response solutions. The complete response may be obtained by solely
using either the eigenvalue analysis or singular value decomposition or a combination of both. The singular value
decomposition provides orthonormal null- and range-space basis vectors that are often times advantageous in
computational settings. When using the singular value decomposition to calculate the response, the degree of nullity of
the 2N singular values is an indicator of satisfactory temporal-basis-functions. Ultimately, the accuracy of the approximate
response is evaluated as outlined in Section 2.2.5.

2.2.5. Accuracy

In many of the previous papers on Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action by other authors, the accuracy of the approximate
solution was determined by substituting the calculated displacement and its derivatives into the differential equations of
the system (obtainable by integrating Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action by parts with respect to time, and then recovering
the differential equations from the integrand), and observing how well the differential equations were satisfied. Although
this is a legitimate approach for checking accuracy, it seems rather inconsistent to generate a ‘‘direct solution’’ using
Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action, only to resort to an ‘‘indirect method’’ using differential equations to check the accuracy.
The point here is not to disparage the use of differential equations, but merely to offer a consistent approach. Using the
following procedure results in a consistent method whereby the solution and its accuracy are ascertained using Hamilton’s
Law of Varying Action solely.

Once the solution of the algebraic equations of motion is obtained, and the expansion coefficients are re-attached to the
temporal-basis-functions, the dependent variables are now known functions of time. As described in Ref. [24], the Law of
Evolutionary Energy allows the (evolutional) operator d to act both on the A-parameters and the time-parameter ‘t’ along
the actual path. Therefore, in Eq. (1), d is a total parameter change operation along the actual path. Since both the
A-parameter changes and the time t-parameter changes are independent, Eq. (1) must also be satisfied for the time-
parameter change operation. In this regard, the evolution with respect to the time-parameter ‘t’ will be denoted by the
symbol dt through which an infinitesimal real time-parameter change (or increment) dt¼ t� will appear in the process
along with the running time differential dt for time-integrations. Consequently, since the A’s will already be available
through the process of A-parameter changes dA, one can proceed to carry out the t-parameter change process dt in Eq. (1)
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by employing the chain rule with respect to time in the definition of the d operator, denoted as dt

dtð. . .Þ ¼
@ð. . .Þ

@ð � Þi

@ð � Þi
@t

dt: (31)

Einstein summation notation has been used, where (�) represents any quantity. Since, the solution of the dynamic system
is already known, because the A’s are known, satisfaction of Eq. (1) through the time operator dt automatically becomes a
step for verification (of closed-form solutions) or accuracy check (of computational solutions). Hence, using the operator as
defined in Eq. (31), Eq. (1) may be expressed asZ tf

ti

dtðTþWÞdt�
X

r

qT

q _qr

dtðqrÞ

����
tf

ti

¼ 0; (32)

and will be denoted from here on as the accuracy integral. The accuracy integral can be recognized as the evalua-
tion of the time-integral of the energy–work interactions along the energy conservation path of the motion, and therefore
serves to show how well the solution satisfies the underlying energy conservation equation. The error in the approximate
solution may be determined by substituting the approximate solution into the accuracy integral, and noting its degree
of nullity.

2.2.6. Universal procedure

Having presented the theory involved in obtaining the unique solutions for free and forced nonlinear systems, it is
useful at this point to present a concise sequence of steps, a ‘‘universal procedure’’, to be used to generate the response
solutions for nonlinear systems.
1.
 Representing the dependent variables with trial temporal-basis-functions, choose initial iteration values for the trial
expansion coefficients A. Initial values of fAg ¼ f0g and fAg ¼ f1g have been used successfully. Also, an initial estimate of
A may be obtained from Eq. (21) where A is equal to the singular value decomposition inverse of Wð0Þ multiplied by
the initial conditions.
2.
 Perform an eigenvalue analysis or singular value decomposition of ½PðAÞ�.

3.
 Choose as EN the 2N eigenvectors corresponding to the 2N ‘‘zero’’ eigenvalues or 2N basis vectors from [V],

corresponding to 2N ‘‘zero’’ singular values. Choose as ER the remaining N(n�2) basis vectors or the N(n�2) column
vectors of [U] corresponding to the non-zero singular values.
4.
 Obtain AR from Eq. (30) using a singular value decomposition of [P], or from Eq. (22) using ER from step 3 and bR from
Eq. (25).
5.
 Generate the range-space solution using Eq. (23) and AR, or ER and bR.

6.
 Using the known initial conditions and initial states of the range-space solution, solve for the null-space modal

coordinates bN, using Eq. (27).

7.
 Using EN from step 3, bN from step 6, and AR from step 4, calculate new expansion coefficients A, using Eq. (28).

8.
 Determine the difference between the old and new values of A. If the difference is greater than a specified tolerance, go

to step 2 using the new values of A.

9.
 Once the values of A have converged, check for the existence of 2N zero eigenvalues/singular values. If the 2N

eigenvalues/singular values are not within a specified tolerance of zero, alter the quantity and/or character of the trial
temporal-basis-functions and their associated parameters and/or the length of the transition interval ðtk; tkþ1Þ, and go
to step 1. The [P] matrix representing Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action will be obtained, when A have converged to
within a specified tolerance, and when 2N eigenvalues/singular values of [P] are as close to zero as deemed necessary
for the particular application. At this point, [P] provides EN, ER and consequently the fundamental-time-modes. AR, bN

and bR have also been determined as a matter of course.

10.
 Generate the response of the system within the transition interval ðtk; tkþ1Þ utilizing EN, bN and ARðER; bRÞ in Eq. (26) by

sweeping t from 0 to 1.

11.
 Check the accuracy of the response using Eq. (32). If the accuracy is not within a specified tolerance, the nullity of the

2N eigenvalues/singular values may not have been sufficient. In this case, alter the quantity and/or character of the
trial temporal-basis-functions and their associated parameters and/or the length of the transition interval ðtk; tkþ1Þ,
and go to step 1.
12.
 Set the final values of displacement, velocity and forcing function for the current transition interval equal to the initial
values of the following transition interval. Go to step 2.
This procedure results in the complete solution, but is also applicable solely to the null-space solution where AR, bR, qRðtÞ
and qR0 ðtÞ are zero. This procedure may also be used to generate the response solution for linear systems, in which case
step eight is trivial, i.e., no iteration is needed.

The above procedure may be applied directly to holonomic systems, but may be modified for non-holonomic systems,
where the constraints may be integrated in time via the temporal-basis-function expansions via proper procedures of the
evolutionary energy perspective.
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3. Fundamental-time-modes

Each fundamental-time-mode consists of a vector or N-tuple of N component functions q�riðtÞ, for an N-degree-of-
freedom system corresponding to a transition interval ðtk; tkþ1Þ. By factoring out one of the component functions, the
fundamental-time-mode may be represented by a product of vector and scalar-valued parts as shown

q�i ðtÞ ¼

q�1iðtÞ=q�riðtÞ

^

1

^

q�NiðtÞ=q�riðtÞ

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>=
>>>>>>;

q�riðtÞ; (33)

where q�riðtÞ is the rth component function of the ith fundamental-time-mode. The vector-valued portion may have
temporal dependencies or consist solely of scalar constants, but nonetheless provides the relative displacement
information of each degree-of-freedom. As such, the vector-valued portion will be denoted as the fundamental-time-mode-

shape. The factored-out component function is temporal and is common to each degree-of-freedom.
Although not used herein, the fundamental-time-modes may be put in a form compatible with phase space applications

by including the derivatives of the component functions. However, for the work presented herein, the standard
configuration space form of the fundamental-time-mode, as shown in Eq. (33), will be used.

When the component functions in a fundamental-time-mode are proportional to each other, the fundamental-time-
mode shape consists solely of scalar proportionality constants, and in this case, where a single component function
common to each degree-of-freedom may be factored out, the spatial dependence of the fundamental-time-mode is
separable from the temporal dependence. Hence, the fundamental-time-mode will be denoted as a space-time-separable-
fundamental-time-mode. In this situation, all degrees-of-freedom will share the same temporal characteristics, resulting in
synchronous motion. When the component functions are not (all) proportional to each other, the above space-time
separation cannot be accomplished, and therefore the fundamental-time-mode shape consists of temporal functions. In
this case, the fundamental-time-mode will be denoted as a space-time-nonseparable fundamental-time-mode.

The fundamental-time-mode shape may be viewed as a modal line (curved or straight) in the N-dimensional
configuration space by plotting one component function versus the others (for example: q�riðtÞ vs: q�siðtÞ; ras). These
modal lines will be referred to as fundamental-time-modal-lines. Space-time-nonseparable-fundamental-time-modes
exhibit curved fundamental-time-modal-lines. Space-time-separable fundamental-time-modes exhibit straight funda-
mental-time-modal-lines. It is convenient to generate (N�1) fundamental-time-modal-line plots for systems with more
than three degrees-of-freedom.

For the same dynamic system, the fundamental-time-modes may exhibit different characteristics, depending upon the
number and type of temporal-basis-functions chosen, and the size of the transition interval ðtk; tkþ1Þ. This concise sketch of
the characteristics of fundamental-time-modes will be further enhanced by illustrative examples in the following sections.

4. Computational examples

This section illustrates by way of two degrees-of-freedom examples, the linear algebraic and vector-space concepts
involved in generating a response solution for the free-motion of nonlinear systems. A forced nonlinear system is
considered in Section 5. The examples considered herein, provide a novel view of the composition of the nonlinear normal
mode response of nonlinear systems. Since nonlinear normal modes are not widely familiar, a brief overview of their
characteristics will be presented prior to the computational examples.

4.1. Brief overview of nonlinear normal modes

Normal modes associated with linear systems have their nonlinear counterpart denoted as nonlinear normal modes,
which characterize a synchronous mode of response for nonlinear systems. The concept of normal modes for nonlinear
systems is not new. However, their existence is not widely known, in spite of their introduction in 1962 [34]. Interest in
nonlinear normal modes has been renewed in recent years as demonstrated in Refs. [35–38].

Ref. [34] described the normal mode vibrations of nonlinear systems as exhibiting the following characteristics: All
masses execute periodic motions of the same period, passing through their equilibrium position at the same time with the
position of any one mass uniquely determining the position of all other masses. Ref. [39] characterizes the mth normal
mode vibration of an N-degree-of-freedom linear or nonlinear system as movement along a modal line in space defined by
(N�1) single valued functions

qim ¼ qimðq1mÞ; i¼ 2;3; . . . ;N; (34)

in an N-dimensional configuration space ðq1; q2; . . . ; qNÞ. Ref. [39] further describes nonlinear normal mode vibrations as
‘‘vibrations-in-unison’’ of nonlinear systems. These normal mode vibrations are denoted as similar nonlinear normal mode
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vibrations if Eq. (34) is linear resulting in the ratio of any two coordinates at any time equaling a constant as indicated

qiðtÞ=qjðtÞ ¼ cij ¼ constant; i¼ 1; . . . ;N: (35)

The qualifier ‘‘similar’’ indicates that the nonlinear normal mode exhibits the same characteristics as linear normal modes.
Vibrations-in-unison in which Eq. (34) is nonlinear are characterized as non-similar nonlinear normal mode vibrations.
Similar and non-similar nonlinear normal modes are characterized by straight and curved modal lines, respectively, in
N-dimensional configuration space.

Refs. [35] and [37] provide further characterizations of nonlinear normal modes. This overview has briefly described the
characteristics of nonlinear normal modes and associated definitions, providing sufficient familiarity with nonlinear
normal modes for the computational examples that follow.

4.2. Formulation of the algebraic equations of motion

Consider the two degree-of-freedom system shown in Fig. 2. Upon applying the d operator to the kinetic energy and
work function [40] for this system, the resulting real variation of the kinetic energy is

dT ¼mi _qiðtÞd _qiðtÞ; i¼ 1;2; (36)

and the real variational work expression is

dW ¼ f�kli ðqi�qi�1Þþkliþ 1
ðqiþ1�qiÞ�knli ðqi�qi�1Þ

3
þknliþ 1

ðqiþ1�qiÞ
3
�cið _qi� _qi�1Þþciþ1ð _qiþ1� _qiÞþ fiðtÞgdqiðtÞ

i¼ 1;2; q0ðtÞ ¼ q3ðtÞ ¼ 0: (37)

Upon substituting dT and dW from Eqs. (36) and (37) into Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action (Eq. (1)) and non-
dimensionalizing the time with the transition interval, the following expression is obtainedZ 1

0

m1

Dt2
q1
0 dq1

0 þ
m2

Dt2
q2
0 dq2

0 �kl1 q1dq1�knl1 q3
1dq1�kl2 ðq2�q1Þdq2þkl2 ðq2�q1Þdq1

n
�knl2 ðq2�q1Þ

3dq2þknl2 ðq2�q1Þ
3dq1�kl3 q2dq2�knl3 q3

2dq2�
c1

Dt
q1
0 dq1�

c2

Dt
ðq2
0 �q1

0 Þdq2

þ
c2

Dt
ðq2
0 �q1

0 Þdq1�
c3

Dt
q2
0 dq2þ f1ðtÞdq1þ f2ðtÞdq2

o
dt� m1

Dt2
q1
0 dq1

����
1

0

�
m2

Dt2
q2
0 dq2

����
1

0

¼ 0: (38)

Representing the dependent variables in terms of unconstrained temporal-basis-function expansions

qiðtÞ ¼wðtÞAi; qi
0 ðtÞ ¼w0ðtÞAi

dqiðtÞ ¼wðtÞdAi; dq0ðtÞ ¼w0ðtÞdAi; i¼ 1;2; (39)

and substituting into Eq. (38) results in the following nonlinear algebraic equations of motion

M11�KL11�KNL11ðA
1;A2
Þ�C11 KL12þKNL12ðA

1;A2
Þ

KL21þKNL21ðA
1;A2
Þ M22�KL22�KNL22ðA

1;A2
Þ�C22

" #
A1

A2

( )
¼
�F1

�F2

( )
; (40)

where the matrix elements are defined in general form in Appendix B, and in terms of power series and Gaussian temporal-
basis-functions in Appendices C and D, respectively.

Using the approach outlined in Section 2.2.5, the accuracy integral for the system yieldsZ tkþ 1

tk

fðm1 €q1�kl1 q1�knl1 q3
1þkl2 ðq2�q1Þþknl2 ðq2�q1Þ

3
�c1 _q1þc2ð _q2� _q1Þþ f1Þ _q1þðm2 €q2�kl2 ðq2�q1Þ�knl2 ðq2�q1Þ

3

�kl3 q2�knl3 q3
2�c2ð _q2� _q1Þ�c3 _q2þ f2Þ _q2gdt�m1 _q

2
1

����
tkþ 1

tk

�m2 _q
2
2

����
tkþ 1

tk

¼ 0: (41)
Fig. 2. Two degree-of-freedom discrete dynamic system.
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The accuracy of the response may now be determined by the degree to which the calculated displacement and its
derivatives satisfy Eq. (41).

In the following examples, it is desired to generate the nonlinear response using global fundamental-time-modes,
because they approximate the genuine fundamental-time-modes and the response over a characteristic time. In generating
the global fundamental-time-modes, the temporal-basis-functions will be fully exploited and as a result, will approximate
the displacement response more accurately than that of the velocity and the velocity response more accurately than that of
the acceleration. In this case, it makes it difficult to check the accuracy of the displacement response using differential
equations or Eq. (41) which requires the velocity and acceleration responses as well. Therefore, the accuracy of the
displacement response generated using global fundamental-time-modes will be compared against the computationally
‘‘exact’’ response generated using local fundamental-time-modes. The accuracy of the ‘‘exact’’ response will be assured by
satisfying the integral Eq. (41). Although not necessary, the accuracy of the response will also be checked using differential
equations for those readers more comfortable with that approach.

4.3. Similar nonlinear normal mode example

A nonlinear 2 degrees-of-freedom system, as shown in Fig. 2, exhibiting a similar nonlinear normal mode is one in
which both masses are the same and all potential energy functions are equivalent. The following parameters in consistent
units, considered for such a system are

m1 ¼m2 ¼ 1; kli ¼ 100; knli ¼ 100; ci ¼ 0; i¼ 1;2;3: (42)

The similar nonlinear normal mode shapes for this system are known to be ½q1ðtÞ q2ðtÞ�T ¼ ½1 1�T and ½q1ðtÞ q2ðtÞ�T ¼
½�1 1�T and are characterized by straight modal lines. The following initial conditions

q1ð0Þ ¼ 0:15; q2ð0Þ ¼ 0:15; _q1ð0Þ ¼ _q2ð0Þ ¼ 0; (43)

initiate vibration in the first similar nonlinear normal mode. Substituting the parameters, Eqs. (42) and (43), into Eq. (38)
result in the algebraic equations of motion, Eq. (40). The first similar nonlinear normal mode response of this system over
approximately 1 period, or an elapsed time of 0.625 s, was generated by solving Eq. (40) without time marching, using 9
Gaussian temporal-basis-functions. Thus, global fundamental-time-modes were generated. The global fundamental-time-
modes may be characterized as follows,

q�1ðtÞ ¼
1

1

� �
q�21ðtÞ; q�2ðtÞ ¼

�1

1

� �
q�22ðtÞ; q�3ðtÞ ¼

�1

1

� �
q�23ðtÞ; q�4ðtÞ ¼

1

1

� �
q�24ðtÞ; (44)
Table 1

Component functions of the fundamental-time-modes comprising the first similar nonlinear normal mode response of the system: €q1þ200q1�100q2�

100ðq2�q1Þ
3
þ100q3

1 ¼ 0, €q2þ200q2�100q1þ100ðq2�q1Þ
3
þ100q3

2 ¼ 0, qið0Þ ¼ 0:15; _qið0Þ ¼ 0; i¼ 1;2: Dt¼ 0:625 s.

i ti E(i,1) E(i,2) E(i,3) E(i,4)

q�1jðtÞ ¼
X9

i ¼ 1

Eði; jÞe�5:0ðt�ti Þ
2

1 �0.1500 �4.880354606�10�2 6.226576197�10�2
�4.763787598�10�2 2.756313807�10�2

2 0.0125 1.469695560�10�1
�1.149994098�10�1 1.968821830�10�1 2.242127451�10�2

3 0.1750 �2.409971991�10�1
�2.523191652�10�2

�3.489107159�10�1
�4.047628894�10�2

4 0.3375 3.208278097�10�1 3.297280487�10�1 2.959404448�10�1 1.908132943�10�2

5 0.5000 3.596004361�10�1
�4.956735987�10�1

�2.116542759�10�3 7.459936291�10�2

6 0.6625 3.211930967�10�1 3.322365942�10�1
�2.933163100�10�1

�1.920450452�10�2

7 0.8250 �2.417283012�10�1
�2.819307909�10�2 3.491908291�10�1 4.032210246�10�2

8 0.9875 1.473759261�10�1
�1.133357038�10�1

�1.983368187�10�1
�2.199128721�10�2

9 1.1500 �4.876749929�10�2 6.186775415�10�2 4.835224132�10�2
�2.992466195�10�2

q�2jðtÞ ¼
X9

i ¼ 1

Eði; jÞe�5:0ðt�ti Þ
2

1 �0.1500 �4.880354730�10�2
�6.226576843�10�2 4.763786666�10�2 2.756313697�10�2

2 0.0125 1.469695793�10�1 1.149994270�10�1
�1.968821543�10�1 2.242127478�10�1

3 0.1750 �2.409972696�10�1 2.523188868�10�2 3.489106686�10�1
�4.047628914�10�1

4 0.3375 3.208279089�10�1
�3.297280090�10�1

�2.959403826�10�1 1.908132930�10�1

5 0.5000 �3.596004999�10�1 4.956735527�10�1 2.116473539�10�3 7.459973666�10�4

6 0.6625 3.211930828�10�1
�3.322365518�10�1 2.933163714�10�1

�1.920450478�10�1

7 0.8250 �2.417282378�10�1 2.819304518�10�2
�3.491908747�10�1 4.032210242�10�1

8 0.9875 1.473758735�10�1 1.133357243�10�1 1.983368465�10�1
�2.199128704�10�1

9 1.1500 �4.876748212�10�2
�6.186776018�10�2

�4.835225076�10�2
�2.992466282�10�2
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where the component functions q�1iðtÞ and q�2iðtÞ are presented in Table 1, along with the Gaussian temporal-basis-function
parameters. The spatial (vector) portions of these space-time-separable fundamental-time-modes are approximated by
plotting one component function versus the other and calculating the linearity and slope of the fundamental-time-modal-
lines shown in Fig. 3. This can also be determined by inspection of Table 1. The fundamental-time-mode composition of the
response is shown in Fig. 4. Summing the products of the fundamental-time-modes and their modal coordinates as shown
in Figs. 4(a–d) produces the similar nonlinear normal mode response shown in Fig. 4(e). It may be seen from Fig. 4, that the
first similar nonlinear normal mode, is primarily composed of two fundamental-time-modes; q�1ðtÞ and q�4ðtÞ, the influence
of q�2ðtÞ and q�3ðtÞ being insignificant.

The numerically ‘‘exact’’ response for vibration in the first similar nonlinear normal mode was generated in a time marching
fashion over 0.625 s using 100 transition intervals of 0.00625 s each. Local fundamental-time-modes were generated. Nine
power series temporal-basis-functions were used, resulting in peak errors in the accuracy integral and differential equations of
magnitude 2.9�10�11 and 7.3�10�9, respectively. The maximum absolute difference between the responses generated using
the global fundamental-time-modes (Gaussian temporal-basis-functions) and the local fundamental-time-modes (power series
temporal-basis-functions) was 5.04�10�5 for both the first and second degree-of-freedom.
Fig. 3. Fundamental-time-modal-lines for the first similar nonlinear normal mode of the system: €q1þ200q1�100q2�100ðq2�q1Þ
3
þ100q3

1 ¼ 0,
€q2þ200q2�100q1þ100ðq2�q1Þ

3
þ100q3

2 ¼ 0, using nine Gaussian temporal-basis-functions. (a) q�11 vs: q�21, (b) q�12 vs: q�22, (c) q�13 vs: q�23, (d) q�14 vs: q�24.

qið0Þ ¼ 0:15; _qið0Þ ¼ 0; i¼ 1;2: Dt ¼ 0:625 s.
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Fig. 4. Fundamental-time-modal composition of first similar nonlinear normal mode response for the system: €q1þ200q1�100q2�100ðq2�q1Þ
3
þ

100q3
1 ¼ 0, €q2þ200q2�100q1þ100ðq2�q1Þ

3
þ100q3

2 ¼ 0, using nine Gaussian temporal-basis-functions. (a) q�1b1; -q�11; - -q�21, (b) q�2b2; -q�12 ; - -q�22,

(c) q�3b3; -q�13; - -q�23, (d) q�4b4; -q�14; - -q�24, (e) q;-q1,–-q2. qið0Þ ¼ 0:15; _qið0Þ ¼ 0; i¼ 1;2: Dt¼ 0:625 s.
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In addition, each fundamental-time-mode composing the first similar nonlinear normal mode was substituted into the
accuracy integral to determine if it was an eigenfunction. Satisfaction of the accuracy integral by a fundamental-time-mode
indicates that the fundamental-time-mode is an eigenfunction of Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action corresponding to the
null eigenvalue. The first through fourth fundamental-time-modes satisfied the accuracy integral, to within magnitudes of
2.0�10�6, 2.7�10�8, 5.9�10�8 and 2.3�10�4, respectively and therefore are a reasonable global approximation to the
genuine eigenfunctions and genuine fundamental-time-modes.

Vibration in the second similar nonlinear normal mode is simulated using the following initial conditions

q1ð0Þ ¼�0:15; q2ð0Þ ¼ 0:15; _q1ð0Þ ¼ _q2ð0Þ ¼ 0: (45)
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Table 2

Component functions of the fundamental�time-modes composing the second similar nonlinear normal mode response of the system: €q1þ

200q1�100q2�100ðq2�q1Þ
3
þ100q3

1 ¼ 0, €q2þ200q2�100q1þ100ðq2�q1Þ
3
þ100q3

2 ¼ 0. qið0Þ ¼�0:15; q2ð0Þ ¼ 0:15; _qið0Þ ¼ 0; i¼ 1;2: Dt¼ 0:355 s.

i ti E(i,1) E(i,2) E(i,3) E(i,4)

q�1jðtÞ ¼
X10

i ¼ 1

Eði; jÞe�7:0ðt�ti Þ
2

1 �0.1000 2.281666851�10�2 6.174840568�10�3
�7.673367476�10�2 1.066318339�10�1

2 0.0333 �1.028286395�10�1
�6.217340780�10�2 2.288895528�10�1

�2.369096017�10�1

3 0.1667 1.395681767�10�1 1.697014227�10�1
�3.142280316�10�1 3.124891080�10�1

4 0.3000 �2.912873279�10�1
�2.844735189�10�1 2.831193805�10�1

�2.747460336�10�1

5 0.4333 3.415166076�10�1 3.676359415�10�1
�1.217028614�10�1 9.769689114�10�2

6 0.5667 �3.414615321�10�1 3.684066909�10�1
�1.204777177�10�1 9.809745969�10�2

7 0.7000 2.912044387�10�1 2.862965506�10�1 2.810555936�10�1
�2.747219566�10�1

8 0.8333 �1.935277610�10�1
�1.716374524�10�1

�3.122269822�10�1 3.121909079�10�1

9 0.9667 1.028716291�10�1 6.344195780�10�2 2.266344759�10�1
�2.364662722�10�1

10 1.1000 �2.287669465�10�2
�6.566115815�10�3

�7.522028671�10�2 1.065328855�10�1

q�2jðtÞ ¼
X10

i ¼ 1

Eði; jÞe�7:0ðt�ti Þ
2

1 �0.1000 2.281667031�10�2
�6.174833566�10�3 7.673367443�10�2 1.066318342�10�1

2 0.0333 �1.028286640�10�1 6.217336942�10�2
�2.288895527�10�1

�2.369096013�10�1

3 0.1667 1.935682473�10�1 1.697013465�10�1 3.142280323�10�1 3.124891051�10�1

4 0.3000 �2.912874493�10�1 2.844733987�10�1
�2.831193827�10�1

�2.747460273�10�1

5 0.4333 3.415167675�10�1
�3.676357942�10�1 1.217028652�10�1 9.769688150�10�2

6 0.5667 �3.414616955�10�1 3.684065380�10�1 1.204777127�10�1 9.809747077�10�2

7 0.7000 2.912045681�10�1
�2.862964150�10�1

�2.810555882�10�1
�2.747219663�10�1

8 0.8333 �1.935278405�10�1 1.716373587�10�1 3.122269779�10�1 3.121909145�10�1

9 0.9667 1.028716600�10�1
�6.344190609�10�2

�2.266344732�10�1
�2.364662752�10�1

10 1.1000 �2.287669857�10�2 6.566102792�10�3 7.522028579�10�2 1.065328861�10�1
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The second similar nonlinear normal mode response of this system over an elapsed time of approximately 1 period, or
0.355 s, was generated by solving Eq. (40) without time marching, using the initial conditions from Eq. (45) and 10
Gaussian temporal-basis-functions. The global fundamental-time-modes may be characterized as follows

q�1ðtÞ ¼
1

1

� �
q�21ðtÞ; q�2ðtÞ ¼

�1

1

� �
q�22ðtÞ; q�3ðtÞ ¼

�1

1

� �
q�23ðtÞ; q�4ðtÞ ¼

1

1

� �
q�24ðtÞ; (46)

where the component functions q�1iðtÞ and q�2iðtÞ are presented in Table 2 along with the Gaussian temporal-basis-function
parameters. The spatial (vector) portions of these space-time-separable fundamental-time-modes are approximated as
was done for the first similar nonlinear normal mode. This may also be determined by inspecting Table 2. The
spatial part of the fundamental-time-modes is the same for the first and second nonlinear normal modes, as indicated by
Eqs. (44) and (46). The fundamental-time-mode composition of the response is shown in Fig. 5. Summing the
products of the fundamental-time-modes and their modal coordinates, as shown in Figs. 5(a–d), produces the similar
nonlinear normal mode response shown in Fig. 5(e). It may be seen from Fig. 5 that the second similar nonlinear normal
mode is primarily composed of two fundamental-time-modes, q�2ðtÞ and q�3ðtÞ, the influence of q�1ðtÞ and q�4ðtÞ being
insignificant.

The numerically ‘‘exact’’ response for vibration in the second similar nonlinear normal mode was generated in a time
marching fashion over 0.355 s using 100 transition intervals of 0.00355 s each. Eight power series temporal-basis-functions
were used, resulting in peak errors in the accuracy integral and differential equations of magnitude 8.8�10�11

and 4.0�10�9, respectively. The maximum absolute difference between the responses as generated using
the global fundamental-time-modes (Gaussian temporal-basis-functions) and local fundamental-time-modes
(power series temporal-basis-functions) was 8.3�10�5 and 6.9�10�5 for the first and second degree-of-freedom,
respectively.

Each fundamental-time-mode composing the second similar nonlinear normal mode was substituted into the accuracy
integral to determine if it was an eigenfunction of Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action. The first through fourth fundamental-
time-modes satisfied the accuracy equation, to within magnitudes of 1.3�10�6, 3.4�10�6, 1.5�10�4 and 2.3�10�6,
respectively and therefore are a reasonable global approximation to the genuine eigenfunctions and genuine fundamental-
time-modes.
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Fig. 5. Fundamental-time-modal composition of second similar nonlinear normal mode response for the system: €q1þ200q1�100q2�100ðq2�q1Þ
3
þ

100q3
1 ¼ 0, €q2þ200q2�100q1þ100ðq2�q1Þ

3
þ100q3

2 ¼ 0, using nine Gaussian temporal-basis-functions. (a) q�1b1; -q�11; - -q�21, (b) q�2b2; -q�12 ; - -q�22, (c)

q�3b3; -q�13; - -q�23, (d) q�4b4; -q�14; - -q�24, (e) q;-q1,– -q2. q1ð0Þ ¼ �0:15; q2ð0Þ ¼ 0:15; _qið0Þ ¼ 0; i¼ 1;2: Dt¼ 0:355 s.
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4.4. Non-similar nonlinear normal mode example

A nonlinear two degree-of-freedom system, as shown in Fig. 2, with the following system parameters in consistent units

m1 ¼m2 ¼ 1; kli ¼ 1; ci ¼ 0; i¼ 1;2;3

knl1 ¼ 0:5; knl2 ¼ knl3 ¼ 0; (47)
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Fig. 6. Fundamental-time-modal-lines for the first non-similar nonlinear normal mode of the system: €q1þ2q1�q2þ0:5q3
1 ¼ 0; €q2þ2q2�q1 ¼ 0, using

eleven Gaussian temporal-basis-functions. (a) q�11 vs: q�21, (b) q�12 vs: q�22, (c) q�13 vs: q�23, (d) q�14 vs: q�24. q1ð0Þ ¼ 0:5; q2ð0Þ ¼ 25=48; _qið0Þ ¼ 0; i¼ 1;2:

Dt¼ 6:145 s.
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exhibit non-similar nonlinear normal modes. This system has been studied in Refs. [36–38]. Vibration in the first non-
similar nonlinear normal mode may be initiated using the following initial conditions [36,38]

q1ð0Þ ¼ 0:5; q2ð0Þ ¼ 25=48; _q1ð0Þ ¼ _q2ð0Þ ¼ 0: (48)

Substituting the parameters, Eqs. (47) and (48) into Eq. (38) result in Eq. (40). The first non-similar nonlinear normal mode
response of this system over approximately one period, or an elapsed time of 6.145 s, was generated by solving
Eq. (40) without time marching, using 11 Gaussian temporal-basis-functions. The global space-time-nonseparable
fundamental-time-modes exhibit curved fundamental-time-modal-lines as shown in Fig. 6. The component
functions of each fundamental-time-mode are presented in Table 3 along with the Gaussian temporal-basis-function
parameters. The fundamental-time-mode composition of the response is shown in Fig. 7. A larger detail of the
response is presented in Fig. 8. Summing the products of the fundamental-time-modes and their modal coordinates,
shown in Figs. 7(a–d), produces the non-similar nonlinear normal mode response presented in Figs. 7(e) or 8. It can be
seen from Fig. 7 that all fundamental-time-modes significantly contribute to the vibration in the first nonlinear normal
mode.

The numerically ‘‘exact’’ response for the first nonlinear normal mode was generated in a time marching fashion over
6.145 s using 100 transition intervals of 0.06145 s each. Local fundamental-time-modes were generated. Eight power series
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Table 3

Component functions of the fundamental-time-modes composing the first non-similar nonlinear normal mode response for the system: €q1þ2q1�q2þ

0:5q3
1 ¼ 0; €q2þ2q2�q1 ¼ 0. q1ð0Þ ¼ 0:5; q2ð0Þ ¼ 25=48; _qið0Þ ¼ 0; i¼ 1;2: Dt¼ 6:145 s.

i ti E(i,1) E(i,2) E(i,3) E(i,4)

q�1jðtÞ ¼
X11

i ¼ 1

Eði; jÞe�Ki ðt�ti Þ
2

; Ki ¼ 5:9 ia6; K6 ¼ 3:9

1 �0.800 5.46236738610�1 9.704633839�10�2 6.813603814�10�1 6.006790057�10�3

2 �0.540 �2.954439504�10�1
�2.052547780�10�1

�2.530429417�10�1 1.634037505�10�2

3 �0.280 1.091244501�10�1 2.081812215�10�1 4.576129645�10�2
�6.072921835�10�2

4 0.000 �2.445713998�10�2
�1.372640315�10�1

�2.111849292�10�2 1.043163204�10�1

5 0.244 3.451258956�10�2 6.978011788�10�2 5.592454053�10�2
�2.734092146�10�1

6 0.505 �5.225440249�10�2
�2.854281512�10�2

�4.126422343�10�2 3.450693341�10�1

7 0.766 4.504402454�10�2
�2.391397537�10�2 1.079818423�10�2

�2.874613778�10�1

8 1.027 �5.307102917�10�2 1.134620009�10�1
�1.083494541�10�2 1.312644101�10�1

9 1.288 1.562808518�10�1
�1.690631149�10�1

�7.311809523�10�3
�1.048169757�10�1

10 1.549 �3.542093124�10�1 1.243945828�10�1 2.012005775�10�1 9.416541299�10�2

11 1.810 6.107475554�10�1 5.673782401�10�2
�6.300560341�10�1

�1.243852228�10�1

q�2jðtÞ ¼
X11

i ¼ 1

Eði; jÞe�Ki ðt�ti Þ
2

; Ki ¼ 5:9 ia6; K6 ¼ 3:9

1 �0.800 �9.078534769�10�2
�4.512552331�10�1 1.038512472�10�1

�4.704610778�10�1

2 �0.540 2.351178982�10�2 3.221960081�10�1
�6.881682249�10�2 2.492504666�10�1

3 �0.280 �6.086327640�10�3 2.083713012�10�1 2.059080302�10�2
�4.643052487�10�2

4 0.000 2.712224997�10�4 1.568492348�10�1
�2.678502835�10�2

�7.399802529�10�2

5 0.244 4.963357784�10�2
�1.042800672�10�1 2.936784569�10�2 1.930820274�10�1

6 0.505 6.919825713�10�2 8.738592833�10�3 1.720324296�10�2
�2.270139808�10�1

7 0.766 3.031530762�10�2 8.506904336�10�2
�6.304089044�10�2 2.030906320�10�1

8 1.027 3.109541911�10�2
�1.424141534�10�1 4.709942201�10�2

�9.589198574�10�2

9 1.288 5.008294615�10�2 2.079911200�10�1
�1.956464016�10�2

�1.267313113�10�2

10 1.549 9.686571935�10�2
�3.452456133�10�1 3.228282203�10�2 2.063249379�10�1

11 1.810 �2.007569153�10�1 4.934376915�10�1
�3.419126434�10�2

�4.278237171�10�1
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temporal-basis-functions were used resulting in peak errors in the accuracy integral and differential equations of
magnitudes 3.4�10�12 and 3.2�10�11, respectively. The maximum absolute difference between the responses as
generated using global fundamental-time-modes (Gaussian temporal-basis-functions) and local fundamental-time-modes
(power series temporal-basis-functions) was 9.6�10�4 and 3.2�10�4 for the first and second degree-of-freedom
respectively.

Each fundamental-time-mode composing the first nonsimilar nonlinear normal mode was substituted into the accuracy
integral to determine if it was an eigenfunction of Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action. The first through fourth fundamental-
time-modes satisfied the accuracy integral to within magnitudes of 1.5�10�6, 2.5�10�6, 4.2�10�6 and 1.4�10�7,
respectively and are therefore a reasonable global approximation to the genuine eigenfunctions and genuine fundamental-
time-modes.

Vibration in the second non-similar nonlinear normal mode of the same system, was initiated using the following initial
conditions [35,37]

q1ð0Þ ¼ 0:5; q2ð0Þ ¼�99=208; _q1ð0Þ ¼ _q2ð0Þ ¼ 0: (49)

The second non-similar nonlinear normal mode response of this system over approximately 1 period, or an elapsed time of
3.6 s, was generated by solving the algebraic equations of motion Eq. (40) without time marching using the initial
conditions from Eq. (49) and 11 Gaussian temporal-basis-functions. The component functions of each fundamental-time-
mode are presented in Table 4 along with the Gaussian temporal-basis-function parameters. The fundamental-time-mode
composition of the response is shown in Fig. 9. Summing the products of the fundamental-time-modes and their modal
coordinates, shown in Figs. 9(a–d), produced the non-similar nonlinear normal mode response shown in Fig. 9(e). It can
also be seen from Fig. 9 that all of the fundamental-time-modes significantly contribute to the vibration in the second non-
similar nonlinear normal mode.

The numerically ‘‘exact’’ response for the second nonlinear normal mode over 3.6 s was generated in a time
marching fashion using 100 transition intervals of 0.036 s each. Local fundamental-time-modes were generated. Eight
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Fig. 7. Fundamental-time-modal composition of the first non-similar nonlinear normal mode response of the system: €q1þ2q1�q2þ0:5q3
1 ¼ 0; €q2þ

2q2�q1 ¼ 0, using eleven Gaussian temporal-basis-functions. (a) q�1b1; -q�11; - -q�21, (b) q�2b2; -q�12 ; - -q�22, (c) q�3b3; -q�13; - -q�23, (d) q�4b4; -q�14; - -q�24,

(e) q;-q1, - -q2. q1ð0Þ ¼ 0:5; q2ð0Þ ¼ 25=48; _qið0Þ ¼ 0; i¼ 1;2: Dt¼ 6:145 s.
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power series temporal-basis-functions were used resulting in peak errors in the accuracy integral and differential
equations of magnitudes 9.1�10�12 and 1.1�10�10, respectively. The maximum absolute difference between the
displacement responses as generated using global fundamental-time-modes (Gaussian temporal-basis-functions) and local
fundamental-time-modes (power series temporal-basis-functions) was 2.3�10�4 and 2.3�10�5 for the first and second
degree-of-freedom respectively.

Each fundamental-time-mode composing the second nonsimilar nonlinear normal mode was substituted
into the accuracy integral to determine if it was an eigenfunction. The first through fourth fundamental-time-
modes satisfied the accuracy integral, to within magnitudes of 3.4�10�7, 3.9�10�6, 3.7�10�5 and 2.8�10�5,
respectively and are therefore a reasonable global approximation to the genuine eigenfunctions and genuine fundamental-
time-modes.
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Table 4
Component functions of the fundamental-time-modes composing the second non-similar nonlinear normal mode response for the system:

€q1þ2q1�q2þ0:5q3
1 ¼ 0; €q2þ2q2�q1 ¼ 0. q1ð0Þ ¼ 0:5; q2ð0Þ ¼ �99=208; _qið0Þ ¼ 0; i¼ 1;2: Dt ¼ 3:6 s.

i ti E(i,1) E(i,2) E(i,3) E(i,4)

q�1jðtÞ ¼
X11

i ¼ 1

Eði; jÞe�Ki ðt�ti Þ
2

; Ki ¼ 5:9 ia6; K6 ¼ 3:9

1 �0.800 �4.100779561�10�1 4.690150863�10�1
�3.473987090�10�1 4.703770926�10�1

2 �0.540 3.904966908�10�1
�3.885240430�10�1 1.018618446�10�1 1.127587956�10�1

3 �0.280 �2.688571173�10�1
�7.186569784�10�2

�3.750478249�10�1
�2.752798491�10�1

4 0.000 �4.415316443�10�2 1.512577559�10�1 2.353464687�10�1
�1.200088291�10�1

5 0.244 2.458352972�10�2 5.479100833�10�2
�1.154054864�10�1 1.555191436�10�1

6 0.505 �2.443055801�10�3
�7.538115996�10�2 2.198303450�10�1

�4.834185777�10�3

7 0.766 �2.273621380�10�2 6.134310656�10�2
�1.103582469�10�1

�1.509367423�10�1

8 1.027 6.202534845�10�2 1.462404267�10�1 2.485988471�10�1 1.271434600�10�1

9 1.288 2.583955903�10�1
�1.204118448�10�1

�3.760531830�10�1 2.730614428�10�1

10 1.549 �4.329925472�10�1
�3.247636154�10�1 9.258439344�10�2

�1.261595705�10�1

11 1.810 4.93233212�10�1 4.232378892�10�1
�3.330491297�10�1

�4.652378375�10�1

q�2jðtÞ ¼
X11

i ¼ 1

Eði; jÞe�Ki ðt�ti Þ
2

; Ki ¼ 5:9 ia6; K6 ¼ 3:9

1 �0.800 5.142151173�10�2
�2.811133111�10�2 3.259743759�10�2

�6.768626094�10�2

2 �0.540 1.058141194�10�2 6.613775570�10�2
�1.501346980�10�2

�2.172872476�10�3

3 �0.280 8.651291178�10�2
�5.805243224�10�2

�9.400606214�10�2 2.019403034�10�1

4 0.000 �8.529945513�10�2
�1.973589101�10�1

�1.987509359�10�1
�7.592573797�10�2

5 0.244 �1.884858604�10�2
�5.092060405�10�2

�4.210251323�10�2
�3.224485300�10�1

6 0.505 1.919029068�10�2 4.025189136�10�1 4.221198864�10�1 8.651072105�10�3

7 0.766 1.814650892�10�2
�8.274629456�10�2

�3.364289343�10�2 3.177578623�10�1

8 1.027 6.605257158�10�2
�2.088219764�10�1

�1.906325785�10�1 6.780069189�10�2

9 1.288 �9.106989466�10�2
�3.852504612�10�2

�8.972011227�10�2
�2.041064944�10�1

10 1.549 �1.424685932�10�2 6.176603761�10�2
�2.347792800�10�2 1.153113958�10�2

11 1.810 �6.008697196�10�2
�1.561217928�10�2 2.640676673�10�2 5.683037473�10�2

Fig. 8. First non-similar nonlinear normal mode response for the system: €q1þ2q1�q2þ0:5q3
1 ¼ 0; €q2þ2q2�q1 ¼ 0, using eleven Gaussian temporal-

basis-functions. q1ð0Þ ¼ 0:5; q2ð0Þ ¼ 25=48; _qið0Þ ¼ 0; i¼ 1;2: Dt ¼ 6:145 s.
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Fig. 9. Fundamental-time-modal composition of the second non-similar nonlinear normal mode response of the system: €q1þ2q1�q2þ0:5q3
1 ¼ 0;

€q2þ2q2�q1 ¼ 0, using eleven Gaussian temporal-basis-functions. (a) q�1b1; -q�11; - -q�21, (b) q�2b2; -q�12; - -q�22, (c) q�3b3; -q�13; - -q�23, (d) q�4b4; -q�14; - -q�24, (e)

q;-q1,– -q2. q1ð0Þ ¼ 0:5; q2ð0Þ ¼ �99=208; _qið0Þ ¼ 0; i¼ 1;2: Dt ¼ 3:6 s.
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5. Model reduction

The process of omitting modes from a solution process in the spatial domain is known as model reduction, modal
truncation [41] or mode summation [42]. The classical model reduction concepts are herein applied to the coordinate
vector-space Fn, and consequently extended to the vector-space of functions FHLVA in the time domain. Model reduction
can be implemented in the null-space for both free and forced systems, and in the range-space for forced systems. The
model reduction method presented herein is applicable to both linear and nonlinear systems, and may be implemented
where it is desirable or necessary to simulate the response of a dynamic system, while omitting the basis
vectors and consequently the fundamental-time-modes that do not play an active role in characterizing the
response. In this manner, smaller modal matrices are involved in the solution process thereby providing some gain in
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computational efficiency, particularly for linear systems. For nonlinear systems, the effects of the reduced modal matrices
on convergence of the expansion coefficients A, must be considered when contemplating model reduction. The concept of
model reduction implies that knowledge of the dominant fundamental-time-modes has been acquired by some means,
usually through prior generation of the response. The dominant basis vectors and thus the dominant fundamental-time-
modes may be tracked by observing their modal coordinates, which indicate the degree of fundamental-time-mode
participation.

The initial conditions may be expressed in terms of the null-space modal matrix and modal coordinates as shown in

Eq. (26) with t¼ 0. Left multiplying Eq. (26) by ~E
T

N
~W

T
ð0Þ, and rearranging, the modal coordinates ~bN are shown in terms of

the reduced null-space modal matrix ~EN

~bN ¼ ð
~E

T

NWT
ð0ÞWð0Þ ~ENÞ

�1 ~E
T

NWT
ð0Þ

qð0Þ�qRð0Þ

q0ð0Þ�qR0 ð0Þ

( )
: (50)

Here ~EN indicates that the modal matrix has been reduced by omitting the non-dominant null-space basis vectors. Model
reduction may be implemented by utilizing Eq. (50) in place of Eq. (27) in the universal procedure.

Eq. (50) provides model reduction for both free and forced systems by considering only the null-space modal matrix. For
forced systems, it is also possible to include the reduced range-space modal matrix ~ER in the modal reduction effort as well.
Eq. (25) expresses the range-space modal coordinates bR, in terms of the range-space modal matrix ER and the forcing
functions b, and is shown here in terms of the reduced range-space modal matrix ~ER

~bR ¼

\

l�1

\

2
64

3
75

R

ð½ ~E�TR½
~E�RÞ

�1
½ ~E�TRb: (51)

By employing a range-space modal matrix reduced by omitting non-dominant range-space basis vectors, the reduced
range-space modal coordinates may be determined.

The displacement and velocity response of the reduced model may therefore be expressed in terms of the reduced
modal matrices and modal coordinates as

~qðtÞ
~q0ðtÞ

( )
¼ ½WðtÞ�f½ ~E�N ~bNþ½

~E�R
~bRg: (52)

For nonlinear systems, the ½PðAÞ� matrix will in general change with each transition interval. As a result, the null- and
range-space modal matrices will generally change from one transition interval to the next throughout the response
trajectory. An exception to this would occur when the nonlinear system is synchronous, with the transition interval exactly
spanning the period. However, in general the modal matrix will be variant with respect to transition interval. Therefore, in
order to implement model reduction for nonlinear systems, it may be necessary to omit different basis vectors at different
transition intervals along the response trajectory. Although the modal matrices will likely be variant with respect to
Fig. 10. Response of the full and reduced models for the system: €q1þ0:02 _q1�0:01 _q2þ200q1�100q2�20ðq2�q1Þ
3
þ20q3

1 ¼ 5:0cosð20tÞ, €q2þ0:02 _q2�

0:01 _q1þ200q2�100q1þ20ðq2�q1Þ
3
þ20q3

2 ¼ 5:0cosð20tÞ, using six power series temporal-basis-functions. qið0Þ ¼ 0:05; _qið0Þ ¼ 0; i¼ 1;2: Dt ¼ 0:004 s.
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transition interval, the mode index associated with the dominant basis vectors may remain the same. Under these
circumstances, tracking the dominant basis vectors and consequently the dominant fundamental-time-modes is trivial, as
the following example demonstrates.

Consider the nonlinear system of Fig. 2 characterized by the following system parameters in consistent units,

mi ¼ 1; fi ¼ 5:0 cosð20tÞ; i¼ 1;2

kli ¼ 100; knli ¼ 20; ci ¼ 0:01; i¼ 1;2;3

qið0Þ ¼ 0:05; _qið0Þ ¼ 0:0; i¼ 1;2 (53)

Six power series temporal-basis-functions were used, making ½PðAÞ� of dimension 12�12 for this 2 degree-of-freedom
system. From the rank and nullity theorem, the range-space modal matrix will consist of eight basis vectors. The algebraic
equations of motion, Eq. (40), were solved for each of the 250 transition intervals of 0.004 s each, resulting in peak errors in
the accuracy integral and differential equations of magnitudes 3.4�10�12 and 2.7�10�7 respectively. By inspecting the
products of the fundamental-time-modes and their modal coordinates, it was determined that the 4th null-space basis
vector and the 2nd, 4th, 6th and 8th range-space basis vectors were non-dominant fundamental-time-modes since they
exhibited amplitudes less than 1.0�10�5 over the entire response history. Therefore, model reduction was implemented
by omitting these basis vectors.

The reduced model response was generated over an elapsed time of 1 s in a time-marching fashion, using the Universal
Procedure, with the reduced null- and range-space modal matrices, ½ ~E�N ¼ ½E1 E2 E3�N and ½ ~E�R ¼ ½E1 E3 E5 E7�R

respectively, replacing the full modal matrices, and Eqs. (27) and (25) replaced by Eqs. (50) and (51) respectively.
Eq. (40) was solved for each of 250 transition intervals of 0.004 s each. The eigenvalue analysis was used exclusively, along
with 6 power series temporal-basis-functions, resulting in peak errors in the accuracy integral and differential equations of
magnitudes 7.5�10�12 and 3.8�10�7 respectively. The response of the full and reduced models is shown in Fig. 10,
where it can be observed that there is no noticeable loss in the accuracy of the response using the reduced model. The peak
difference between the responses for the full and reduced models was of magnitude 2.4�10–6 for both degrees-of-
freedom.

The reduced model required an increased number of iterations to reach convergence of the expansion coefficients A as
compared to the full model. Even though computational savings were not realized in this example, it cannot be concluded
that computational savings are not possible for all nonlinear systems.

6. Superposition

It has been shown that the response of linear [25] and nonlinear systems are composed of fundamental-time-modes. Up
to this point, the assemblage of fundamental-time-modes has been referred to as a linear combination, or as an expansion,
and has not been specifically characterized as a superposition. The intent here is to demonstrate that superposition of
trajectories coincident with fundamental-time-modes characterizing the free-motion of nonlinear systems is possible.

To begin, the definitions of superposition with regard to this work need to be defined. A superposition of fundamental-
time-modes implies that each individual fundamental-time-mode can be excited individually, and is, in and of itself, a
Fig. 11. Superposition principle for one degree-of-freedom system.
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Fig. 12. First global fundamental-time-mode response for the system: €q1þ200q1�100q2�100ðq2�q1Þ
3
þ100q3

1 ¼ 0, €q2þ200q2�100q1þ100ðq2�q1Þ
3
þ

100q3
2 ¼ 0 using nine Gaussian temporal-basis-functions. (a) q�1b1; -q�11; - -q�21, (b) q�2b2; -q�12 ; - -q�22, (c) q�3b3; -q�13; - -q�23, (d) q�4b4; -q�14; - -q�24, (e) q;-q1,– -q2.

Table 5
Fundamental initial conditions generating individual fundamental-time-mode responses for nonlinear system.

€q1þ200q1�100q2�100ðq2�q1Þ
3
þ100q3

1 ¼ 0; €q2þ200q2�100q1þ100ðq2�q1Þ
3
þ100q3

2 ¼ 0

i 1 2 3 4 Superposed

q1i (0) 4.7775371979000e�03 �1.071590371680e�03 �9.0707391991432e�04 �6.3121877401517e�04 2.16765524808e�03

q2i (0) 4.7775371410700e�03 1.071590439990e�03 9.0707393070520e�04 �6.3121878474566e�04 6.12498424585e�03

q̇1i (0) �7.9147415607932e�04 2.204716414427e�02 �1.3280322533850e�02 �4.4146891626453e�01 �4.33493550000e�01

q̇2i (0) �7.9147232697552e�04 �2.204717246662e�02 1.3280330021490e�02 �4.4146891628019e�01 �4.51027230000e�01

H. Öz, J.K. Ramsey / Journal of Sound and Vibration 329 (2010) 2565–26022590
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response trajectory satisfying Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action, where the direct sum of the individual fundamental-time-
mode trajectories composes a superposed trajectory that is yet another response trajectory satisfying Hamilton’s Law of
Varying Action. Moreover, this superposed trajectory can be excited by using the sum of the initial conditions that excite
each individual fundamental-time-mode trajectory. Along with superposition, the concept of scalability is considered.

The fundamental-time-modes q�i ðtÞ, are represented in coordinate space Fn, by their respective basis vectors Ei. These
basis vectors may be viewed as coordinate vectors in Fn, according to their geometric interpretation. The endpoint of each
coordinate vector is given by the nN coordinates, or scalars, composing each coordinate vector Ei.
Fig. 13. Second global fundamental-time-mode response for the system: €q1þ200q1�100q2�100ðq2�q1Þ
3
þ100q3

1 ¼ 0, €q2þ200q2�100q1þ100ðq2�q1Þ
3

þ100q3
2 ¼ 0 using nine Gaussian temporal-basis-functions. (a) q�1b1; -q�11; - -q�21, (b) q�2b2; -q�12; - -q�22, (c) q�3b3; -q�13; - -q�23, (d) q�4b4; -q�14; - -q�24, (e) q;-q1,–-q2.
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For linear time-invariant systems, the [P] matrix does not change from one transition interval to another, when equi-
spaced transition intervals are used. In such situations, the coordinate vectors Ei are fixed in Fn for all transition intervals.
Moreover, these 2N coordinate vectors remain fixed in Fn regardless of the initial conditions imposed on the system in
FHLVA [34]. Therefore, it is possible to choose initial conditions

qð0Þ

Dt _qð0Þ

( )
i

¼
q�ð0Þ

Dt _q�ð0Þ

( )
i

¼Wð0ÞEi i¼ 1;2; . . . ;2N (54)
Fig. 14. Third global fundamental-time-mode response for the system: €q1þ200q1�100q2�100ðq2�q1Þ
3
þ100q3

1 ¼ 0, €q2þ200q2�100q1þ100ðq2�q1Þ
3
þ

100q3
2 ¼ 0 using nine Gaussian temporal-basis-functions. (a) q�1b1; -q�11; - -q�21, (b) q�2b2; -q�12 ; - -q�22, (c) q�3b3; -q�13; - -q�23, (d) q�4b4; -q�14 ; - -q�24, (e) q;-q1,- -q2.
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such that the response is a function of only one coordinate vector Ei, where WðtÞ is described in Eq. (15) and where Ei and
Dt are known

qiðtÞ ¼ q�i ðtÞ ¼

\

wðtÞ
\

2
64

3
75A¼

\

wðtÞ
\

2
64

3
75Ei: (55)

The initial conditions described by Eq. (54) will be denoted as fundamental initial conditions. Eq. (54) involves the
evaluation of the fundamental-time-modes at t=0. Thus, the response along each of 2N individual coordinate vectors Ei,
can be generated independently as shown in Eq. (55) using their corresponding 2N fundamental initial conditions. This is
shown schematically for a 1 degree-of-freedom system in Fig. 11. For the linear system, all of the responses may then be
scaled and superposed in FHLVA, to generate the response for any specific initial conditions. An iterative form of this
procedure is illustrated herein for a nonlinear system.
Fig. 15. Fourth global fundamental-time-mode response for the system: €q1þ200q1�100q2�100ðq2�q1Þ
3
þ100q3

1 ¼ 0, €q2þ200q2�100q1þ100ðq2�q1Þ
3
þ

100q3
2 ¼ 0 using nine Gaussian temporal-basis-functions. (a) q�1b1; -q�11; - -q�21, (b) q�2b2; -q�12; - -q�22, (c) q�3b3; -q�13; - -q�23, (d) q�4b4; -q�14; - -q�24, (e) q;-q1,–-q2.
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The algebraic equations of motion and thus [P] will likely change from one transition interval to the next for nonlinear
systems, as well as for time-variant linear systems and linear systems where non-equispaced transition intervals are used.
Regardless of the type of system, and in particular nonlinear systems, the vector-space approach provides a basis of
fundamental-time-modes spanning the solution space over the transition interval in question. This transition interval may
span a fraction of a second to a complete period or to infinite-time, depending on the temporal-basis-functions chosen.

In Fn, these individual fundamental-time-mode responses may be described by their respective coordinate vectors Ei as
shown in Eq. (55). Eq. (55) represents a fundamental-time-mode response characterized by a single coordinate direction Ei, or
eigen-direction in Fn. Since these basis vectors are linearly independent, a fundamental-time-mode response obtained solely as
a function of a single basis vector will not be a function of the other responses. Individual responses that are generated solely as
functions of their respective linearly independent vectors provide a set of linearly independent response trajectories for a
nonlinear system for the current transition interval. To search for fundamental initial conditions that would result in a set of
superposable linearly independent response trajectories, 2N individual response solutions qiðtÞ are sought by setting A¼ Ei in
the universal procedure, while at the same time requiring fli ¼ 0; i¼ 1;2; . . . ;2Ng, providing a basis fE1;E2; . . . ;Ei; . . . ;E2Ng. This
procedure is denoted as single eigen-direction iteration. This process results in 2N sets of fundamental initial conditions, via Eq.
(54) that produces 2N individual admissible fundamental-time-mode responses satisfying Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action. If
2N independent fundamental-time-mode response solutions can be obtained, as shown in Eq. (55), their superposition is
possible since they form a basis for the null-space for the current transition interval.

Eigen-direction iteration will be illustrated by considering the previous nonlinear system characterized by Eq. (42). The
initial conditions are not explicitly specified a priori, although unpremeditated initial conditions are implicitly specified
through the arbitrary choice of the initial starting value of Ei. The fundamental initial conditions are only known via
Eq. (54), once the solution has converged.

Using single eigen-direction iteration, four individual response solutions over an elapsed time of 0.625 s were generated
without time marching, by solving the algebraic equations of motion as represented by Eq. (40). Nine Gaussian temporal-
basis-functions were used with spreads ki ¼ 5:0; i¼ 1;2; . . . ;9, and centers f�0:15;0:0125;0:175; . . . ;1:15g. In each case,
A was set equal to Ei during iteration. Once the solution had converged, the fundamental initial conditions necessary to
generate each fundamental-time-mode response were obtained using Eq. (54). These four sets of fundamental initial
conditions are presented in Table 5.

Four separate fundamental-time-mode response solutions corresponding to these four fundamental initial conditions
were generated using the universal procedure for nonlinear systems. Implementing the universal procedure with the
fundamental initial conditions corresponding to the first fundamental-time-mode produced the results shown in Fig. 12.
This process was repeated three more times for the other three fundamental-time-modes, with the corresponding results
shown in Figs. 13–15. In each case, it can be seen that a single fundamental-time-mode (eigen-direction) response was
achieved. Superposing each individual fundamental-time-mode response, i.e., part (e) of Figs. 12–15, produces the
response shown in Fig. 16. The initial conditions corresponding to the superposed response are also presented in Table 5,
and were determined using Eq. (54) where all of the basis vectors ½E1b1þE2b2þE3b3þE4b4� were used instead of only Ei,
and where ðb1 ¼ b2 ¼ b3 ¼ b4 ¼ 1Þ. Furthermore, it may be verified that the superposed initial conditions are also the direct
sum of the fundamental initial conditions for each of the four fundamental-time-modes shown in Table 5.
Fig. 16. Superposed response for the system: €q1þ200q1�100q2�100ðq2�q1Þ
3
þ100q3

1 ¼ 0, €q2þ200q2�100q1þ100ðq2�q1Þ
3
þ100q3

2 ¼ 0 using nine

Gaussian temporal basis-functions. -q1,– -q2.
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Fig. 18. Superposed, combined, and exact response for the second degree-of-freedom for the system: €q1þ200q1�100q2�100ðq2�q1Þ
3
þ100q3

1 ¼ 0,
€q2þ200q2�100q1þ100ðq2�q1Þ

3
þ100q3

2 ¼ 0. Scaled (weighted) fundamental-time-modes used for superposed response. – Superposed, y Combined, – –

Exact.

Fig. 17. Superposed, combined, and exact response for the first degree-of-freedom for the system: €q1þ200q1�100q2�100ðq2�q1Þ
3
þ100q3

1 ¼ 0,
€q2þ200q2�100q1þ100ðq2�q1Þ

3
þ100q3

2 ¼ 0. Scaled (weighted) fundamental-time-modes used for superposed response. – Superposed, y Combined, – –

Exact.
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The computationally ‘‘exact’’ solution using 8 power series temporal-basis-functions and the initial conditions for the
superposed case, resulted in peak integral and differential equation errors of magnitude 2.5�10�12 and 3.8�10�10,
respectively. The superposed response was then compared to the exact response resulting in a peak difference in
magnitude of 3.3�10�5 and 1.2�10�5 for the first and second degree-of-freedom respectively. Therefore, superposition
without scaling for a nonlinear system has been demonstrated successfully.

Consider the fundamental initial conditions presented in Table 5. To illustrate scalability, each set of fundamental initial
conditions are scaled as shown

4
q�1ð0Þ

_q�1ð0Þ

( )
; 10

q�2ð0Þ

_q�2ð0Þ

( )
; 10

q�3ð0Þ

_q�3ð0Þ

( )
;

q�4ð0Þ

_q�4ð0Þ

( )
; (56)
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i.e., b1 ¼ 4; b2 ¼ 10; b3 ¼ 10; b4 ¼ 1, where the combined initial conditions are a sum of the scaled fundamental initial
conditions

q1ð0Þ ¼�0:0013077132

q2ð0Þ ¼ 0:038265573

_q1ð0Þ ¼�0:35696641

_q2ð0Þ ¼�0:53230323: (57)

Using the universal procedure, four individual fundamental-time-mode response solutions over an elapsed time of 0.625 s
were generated without time-marching, by solving the algebraic equations of motion as represented by Eq. (40) using the
scaled fundamental initial conditions as shown in Eq. (56). The same Gaussian temporal-basis-functions were used as
before. Superimposing the individual fundamental-time-mode responses produced the superposed response q1s and q2s for
the first and second degree-of-freedom respectively, as shown in Figs. 17 and 18 respectively. A combined response q1c and
q2c , for the first and second degree-of-freedom respectively, was generated using the combined initial conditions, as shown
in Eq. (57), and are also represented in Figs. 17 and 18 respectively. The combined response exhibited a peak difference in
magnitude of 2.1�10�4 and 1.4�10�4 with the superposed response, for the first and second degree-of-freedom
respectively.

The numerically ‘‘exact’’ response was also generated using the combined initial conditions, shown in Eq. (57), over an
elapsed time of 0.625 s by solving the algebraic equations of motion for each of 100 transition intervals, using 8 power
series temporal-basis-functions. This resulted in peak integral and differential equation errors of magnitude 5.6�10�12

and 6.2�10�10, respectively. The exact response trajectories q1e and q2e, for the first and second degree-of-freedom
respectively, are also shown in Figs. 17 and 18 respectively, along with the superposed and combined responses. The peak
difference in magnitude between the ‘‘exact’’ and combined responses was 1.4�10�4 and 1.0�10�4 respectively for the
first and second degree-of-freedom respectively. Thus, scalable superposition has been successfully demonstrated for this
particular nonlinear system.

As initial conditions are imposed further away from the fundamental initial conditions, the original coordinate vectors
corresponding to the fundamental initial conditions will no longer scale to adequately span the null-space of the new [P]
associated with the new initial conditions. Correspondingly then, the fundamental-time-modes will no longer scale to span
the solution space in FHLVA. This means that the amount of scaling is limited to a finite domain. For nonlinear systems,
however, this is expected/not surprising since different domains of attraction with different characteristics will/may exist
in which case characteristics of no single domain will apply to the global domain.

In the previous examples, the single eigen-direction iteration was implemented using transition intervals of a full
period or characteristic length. However, the single eigen-direction iteration works for transition intervals with non-
characteristic lengths as well.
7. Conclusion

The vector-space perspective of Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action, having been previously developed by the authors for
linear systems has been extended to nonlinear systems herein. The advantages of the vector-space perspective result from
the generation of linearly independent coordinate (basis) vectors spanning the null- and range-space of Hamilton’s Law of
Varying Action in Fn, and correspondingly a set of linearly independent fundamental-time-modes spanning the solution
space of Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action in FHLVA using the methods presented herein. The generation of these basis
vectors and fundamental-time-modes provide several capabilities for nonlinear systems that have been demonstrated, and
include the ability to perform model reduction, superposition of trajectories with moderate scalability, and the use of
unconstrained temporal-basis-functions without the need for Lagrange multipliers.

The scalable superposition of response trajectories for nonlinear systems as demonstrated herein is remarkable. This
was made possible not only by the vector-space perspective in general, but more specifically by the novel concepts
introduced herein, namely fundamental-time-modes and eigen-direction iteration. Since each fundamental-time-mode is
characterized by a single linearly independent coordinate vector or eigen-direction in Fn, a response solely along each
eigen-direction, i.e., a fundamental-time-mode response, can be superposed to generate yet another admissible response.
The initial conditions necessary to initiate a response in each eigen-direction in Fn are denoted as fundamental initial
conditions, and are determined using the aforementioned eigen-direction iteration technique.

The concepts presented herein were verified using nonlinear systems exhibiting similar and non-similar nonlinear
normal modes wherein their response was shown to be composed of fundamental-time-modes, or equivalently in this
case, vector-valued eigenfunctions of Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action. The novel concepts of genuine, global and local
fundamental-time-modes were introduced.

The equation referred to as Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action as used in this article from a real evolutional perspective is
a manifestation for mechanical systems of the Law of Evolutionary Energy which is an ultimate statement of energy
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conservation in the form of the time-integral of all energy–work interactions for real physical processes of a dynamic
system, and inherently encompasses the First Law of Thermodynamics.

Appendix A. The Law of Evolutionary Energy [23,24], Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action and the Principle of Virtual Work

This appendix describes in more detail the basis for Eq. (1) of this paper, referred to from a real evolutional perspective
as Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action, so that the reader does not misinterpret it as having been derived from or equivalent
to the Principle of Virtual Work.

It is shown in Ref. [24] that Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action for mechanical systems is a consequence of the
Law of Evolutionary Energy recently proposed in Refs. [23,24] for all energetic systems inherently encompassing the
First Law of Thermodynamics which is the ultimate and most direct known statement of energy conservation to date.
According to the Law of Evolutionary Energy, all dynamic systems undergo a process of change while satisfying energy
conservation via the time-integral of all interacting energy–work expenditures occurring in the dynamics. These changes
denoted here as evolutions and by the symbol � in Ref. [24] are thus confined to physically realizable paths representing
real changes/evolutions along the actual dynamic paths. In general, evolving energy is defined as the time-integral of an
energy–work expression. In particular, the Law of Evolutionary Energy states that the evolving energy of a dynamic system
is the time-integral of all of the running energy expenditures occurring in the process. The Law of Evolutionary Energy is
presented in Ref. [24] as:

�E ¼ 0 (A.1a)

E ¼
Z tf

to

Z t

t0

dE dt¼ 0; dE¼ 0 (A.1b,c)

in which (A.1c) results as the First Law of Thermodynamics, where dE is the totality of the energy–work increments
occurring in the system during the incremental time dt, (A.1b) being the total evolving energy expenditure. Accordingly,
(A.1b) also stands for a time-integral statement of the First Law of Thermodynamics, i.e., the total evolving energy
expenditure is always zero. Consequently (A.1a,b) together enunciated as the Law of Evolutionary Energy, indicates that
any directional changes in the evolving energy must occur so as not to violate energy conservation, in other words they
must be energy–conservation-compliant changes. Therefore, these evolutions (directional changes) are real changes
associated with the actual dynamic paths. Such qualified evolutional processes are characterized by a new symbol � in
Ref. [24] and a class of them is initiated by infinitesimally altering the initial states of a dynamic system, or effectively
altering the initial state energy of the system as described in Ref. [24].

Changes described by the evolutional � symbol (or � operation) are diametrically opposite to the concept of virtual
variations (almost universally denoted by the (variational) symbol d) accompanying the virtual work principles, where any
contemplated (virtual) changes in the mathematical energy–work expressions or functions are required to satisfy only the
geometric boundary conditions of the generalized coordinates with vanishing variations at the endpoints in time. This
mathematical construct well known as coterminus conditions in time was introduced by Lagrange. Because the virtual
variations of coordinates presented in classical dynamics are not required to satisfy any constraining natural law(s) such as
the energy conservation law, but only the geometric boundary constraints, they are admitted as being only virtual changes
that do not correspond to any realizable/real dynamic path and are merely mathematical.

However, in this article and in all of our previous work in the literature under the framework of Hamilton’s
Law of Varying Action, the variational changes that were also denoted by the symbol d do not represent virtual
variations of classical dynamics. Instead, these variations are real changes in the sense of the evolutional operator �
advanced within the framework of the Law of Evolutionary Energy and described above. The fact that our use of the symbol
d for real changes did not correspond to its common use as a virtual variation symbol, has and does create
misunderstandings. Henceforth beyond this article, the physical and mathematical character of the new evolutionary
symbol � will be used in our efforts, leaving the symbol d exclusively for virtual applications. For the last time, to preserve
uniformity with our previous publications and the main body of this article, our use of the symbol d is both physically and
mathematically equated to the evolutionary operator � , and must not be misconstrued as the virtual variational operator
of classical dynamics. The following constitutes an original exposition behind what has been presented in Refs. [23,24].
Ref. [24] includes a more general description of the evolutional operator that can also operate on time, which is not
discussed below.

It is shown in Ref. [24] that for mechanical systems, the Law of Evolutionary Energy takes on the form (where now for
consistency with this and previous papers d¼� )

dE ¼ d
Z tf

t0

Z t

t0

dE dt¼ d
Z tf

t0

Z t

t0

ðdT�dWÞdt¼ 0 (A.2)

dE¼ dT�dW ¼ 0 (A.3)

from which Eq. (A.3) is recognized as the statement of the First Law of Thermodynamics for Newtonian dynamic systems,
where dT is the internal (kinetic) energy change and dW is the mechanical work done through the internal boundaries of
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infinitesimal internal volume elements and the external boundaries of the domain, where the negative sign indicates that
positive work done on the system is thermodynamically negative. Consider the evolutional operator given in Ref. [24] for
the particular definition of traditional energy–work increments where generalized loads are held constant through
incremental real displacements. Observing the consistent operational short-cut rule that evolutional operations are
similarly to apply to the generalized coordinates and not to the generalized loads, one obtains as per the Law of
Evolutionary Energy

dE ¼
Z tf

t0

ðdT�dW�dE0Þdt¼ 0; dE0 ¼ dT0�dW0 (A.4)

in which dE0 represents the evolutional change in the initial energy–work quantities. For clarity, consider a single degree-
of-freedom system. Next, in the integrand of Eq. (A.4), add and subtract the term ðdT�_zdÞ where

_zd ¼
d

dt

qT

q _q

� �
dq

� �
:

Eq. (A.4) yields:

�E ¼
Z tf

t0

ð2dT�_zd�dE0Þ dtþ

Z tf

t0

ð_zd�dT�dWÞdt¼ 0 (A.5a)

Thus, the Law of Evolutionary Energy leads to the equation:Z tf

t0

ð2dT�_zd�dE0Þdt¼�

Z tf

t0

ð_zd�dT�dWÞdt (A.5b)

Now consider the left-hand-side of Eq. (A.5b) and evaluate it by recognizing from the Law of Evolutionary Energy, (A.4),
dE0 ¼ dT�dW and using the apparently mathematical identity dT�_zd ¼�m €qdq one hasZ tf

t0

ð2dT�_zd�dE0Þdt¼

Z tf

t0

ðdT�_zdþdWÞdt¼

Z tf

t0

ð�m €qþQ Þdq dt¼ 0 (A.5c)

In Eq. (A.5c) one can either propose that the left-most expression with the initial energy change is ‘‘0’’ or recognize the
appearance of Newton’s 2nd Law under the right-most integrand resulting from it on basis of the Law of Evolutionary
Energy which has been invoked in getting it, to conclude that it is ‘‘0’’. Thus, it follows from Eqs. (A.5c) and (A.5b) thatZ tf

t0

ð2dT�_zd�dE0Þdt¼�

Z tf

t0

ð_zd�dT�dWÞdt¼ 0 (A.5d)

The left-most integral expression equated to ‘‘0’’ is exactly in the form of the authentic non-virtual variational law stated
by Hamilton [26] as the Law of Varying Action; the 2nd integral expression with negative sign equated to ‘‘0’’ is the
alternate derived and equivalent form of Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action. This latter form was never presented explicitly
by Hamilton, but it is the form we have used in our previous publications and is Eq. (1) of this article alternately and
equivalently referred to as Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action. Based on Eq. (A.5d) the right-hand integral form of Eq. (A.5d)
has dE0 implicitly in it. Therefore, Eq. (1) must and can be used without rendering the initial state changes equal to ‘‘0’’.
Finally, we note that both integral expressions appear or are imbedded in the alternate form of the Law of Evolutionary
Energy in Eq. (A.5a). In Eq. (A.5d), one can transition from one integral to the other by invoking the Law of Evolutionary
Energy in Eq. (A.4). The third integral expression on the right equated to ‘‘0’’ in Eq. (A.5c) resulted from the Law of
Evolutionary Energy or is another form of the Law of Evolutionary Energy for mechanical systems. It was an end product. It
is not the principle of virtual work since the exposed dq’s emanating from the evolutional kinetic energy and work
expressions are evolutional not virtual, and all assumptions of the principle of virtual work were defied in obtaining it. It
was not the starting expression for any of the equations presented in our previous work and in this article. In contrast, the
original starting point of the Principle of Virtual Work is an expression that symbolically appears like the third integral on
the right-hand side of Eq. (A.5c) known as the D’ Alembert’s Principle multiplied by virtual variational coordinates.
Whereas, no concept of virtuality is needed to evaluate dynamics from the perspective of the Law of Evolutionary Energy.

Next, by invoking the temporal-basis-function expansion (6) of the generalized coordinates in Eq. (A.1a) one can write
in general

dEðAÞ ¼ dAT dE
dA
¼ 0;

dEðAÞ
dA

¼ 0 (A.6a, b)

where Eq. (A.6b) follows directly from the Law of Evolutionary Energy. Eq. (A.6b) does not necessarily imply a partial
derivative operation nor the explicit existence of a function E(A). However, the indicated operation on the left-hand-side of
Eq. (A.6b) is always well-defined as the ratio of two infinitesimal evolutionary quantities, and identified in the limit as the
gradient of the evolving energy E hypersurface, which is normal to it. Eq. (A.6a) then indicates that the dA’s must be normal
to this gradient, hence in the hypertangent plane of the surface E(A), which constitutes the evolution space.
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Specifically from Eq. (A.6a) in the resulting expression for a mechanical system one obtains

dAT
ðPA�bÞ ¼ 0;

dE
dA
¼ PA�b¼ 0 (A.7a,b)

Eq. (A.7b) corresponds to Eqs. (7) and (8). In Eq. (A.6) the changes dA (which are now recognized as A-parameter
alterations on the temporal-basis-functions) are not arbitrary but must satisfy the energy conservation law just as the
coordinates, A, in Eq. (A.7) are required to do the same. Indeed, assuming a linear system for simplicity, taking the
directional change or evolution of Eq. (A.7b) one more time, one will obtain the equations that the energy-conservation-
compliant dA’s must satisfy:

d
dE
dA

� �
¼ dðPA�bÞ ¼ PdA�db¼ PdA¼ 0 (A.8)

where db¼ 0 as per the operational rule that the evolution operator is not to operate on forces. However, in general, force
alterations db are allowable under the Law of Evolutionary Energy, a topic beyond the scope of this appendix. It follows
that dA’s are not arbitrary but in the null-space of P (and in the null- and range-space of P if dba0) which describes the
dynamics of the energy-conservation path. Therefore, the dA’s now are energy-compliant following the same dynamic
features of the actual A’s.

The nature of the changes in A are in a particular non-arbitrary direction (evolutional) which is in the evolution space. If
no force alterations db are considered, then the dA’s ensue due to infinitesimal alterations in the initial states of the system
by virtue of the time-basis function expansion of the generalized states. Because the dA’s are energy-conservation-
compliant per Eqs. (A.6)–(A.8), they are associated with the real dynamic path. To satisfy Eqs. (A.7b) and (A.8) without
making any a priori judgment about the values of the dA’s, and upon substituting Eqs. (16) and (25) into Eq. (28) the
algebraic coordinates A due to Eq. (A.7b) become,

A¼ ½E�N½Wð0Þ�½E�
�1
N

qð0Þ

_qð0Þ

( )
þ½E�R

\

l�1

\

2
64

3
75

R

ð½E�TR½E�RÞ
�1
½E�TRb (A.9a)

And due to Eq. (A.8), but allowing for force alteration for generality

dA¼ ½E�N ½Wð0Þ�½E�
�1
N

dqð0Þ

d _qð0Þ

( )
þ½E�R

\

l�1

\

2
64

3
75

R

ð½E�TR½E�RÞ
�1
½E�TRdb (A.9b)

which also follows consistently from Eq. (A.9a). Attaching the dA’s to the temporal-basis-functions, we obtain the
evolutional real path alterations

dqðtÞ

d _qðtÞ

( )
¼

wðtÞ
_wðtÞ

" #
dA¼

wðtÞ
_wðtÞ

" #(
½E�N½Wð0Þ�½E�

�1
N

dqð0Þ

d _qð0Þ

( )
þ½E�R

\

l�1

\

2
64

3
75

R

ð½E�TR½E�RÞ
�1
½E�TRdb

)
(A.9c)

It can be observed from Eq. (A.9b), (A.9c) that if no force alterations are envisioned db¼ 0, then the dA’s and hence the
dqðtÞ, and d _qðtÞ will result from alterations of initial states only. The initial energy levels of the system are arbitrary only to
the extent of arbitrariness in these initial state alterations. In this case, if as practiced or required for virtual variations one
takes dqð0Þ ¼ d _qð0Þ ¼ 0 because the initial conditions are specified a priori, these would lead to dA=0, and consequently no
dqðtÞ and d _qðtÞ would result. Therefore, the Law of Evolutionary Energy and the Principle of Virtual Work have no physical
foundational commonality. Comparing Eq. (A.9a), (A.9b) we also conclude that dA satisfies the same natural law and the
same transition dynamics features since they share the same null-space characterization that A’s uniquely describe albeit
with initial conditions dqð0Þ and d _qð0Þ instead of qð0Þ and _qð0Þ. These features exist regardless of whether any force
alterations exist or not. In Eq. (A.9b), any force alteration can be considered without changing this feature. As a special
application of the above results, for real evolutional paths attached to the dynamics of A’s, take dqð0Þ ¼ _qð0Þt� and
d _qð0Þ ¼ €qð0Þt� where t� is an infinitesimally small time-increment. As t�-0, dqð0Þ and d _qð0Þ would be the initial
mathematical path variations of the real dynamic path characterized by A’s, and Eq. (A.9b), (A.9c) in addition allow nonzero
db due to variation of the underlying physical forces f in the form df ¼ _f t�. Eq. (A.9a) also includes the altered range-space
solution for dA in Eq. (A.9b) exactly as it would follow from Eqs. (A.8) and (A.9a) by letting b-db. The dA’s and therefore
dqðtÞ and d _qðtÞ, would be the evolution along the real dynamic path qðtÞ parameterized by the A’s given by Eq. (A.9a).
Alternately, if it is assumed that db¼ 0 in Eq. (A.9c), the same mathematical path variations dqðtÞ ¼ _qðtÞt� and d _qðtÞ ¼ €qðtÞt�

along the forced dynamic path of qðtÞ, _qðtÞ, when substituted on the left-hand-side of Eq. (A.9c), would be realized as
having resulted from another set of uniquely different alterations in the initial states dqð0Þ, d _qð0Þ that would not be the
same as the initial path variations of the forced system. This follows from the invertibility of the null-space transition
matrix evident in Eq. (A.9c) to be able to find the generating initial states dqð0Þ, d _qð0Þ in Eq. (A.9c) for any given dqðtÞ, d _qðtÞ
(those of the actual path) even with dba0. Whatever the perspective, Eq. (A.9c) describes real changes along the real
dynamic path.
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The Law of Evolutionary Energy and its associated procedures referred to as the ‘‘Evolutionary Energy Method’’ in Öz
[23,24] constitute a novel and unique approach to dynamics which is different than the concepts and practices of virtual
work principles which require and render the initial (and other boundary) variations to be zero. However, no such a priori
requirements on the initial states alterations are made in the Universal Procedure presented in this article. Initial states are
to be imposed after the spectral solution is obtained. The spectral characterization of the null-space is essential for
discovering the transition dynamics of the system, which must and can only be formed without requiring zero initial state
alterations per the procedure of this article. Equivalently, initial states are to be specified on the system of equations that
carry the null-space information, that is on the system of equations that are required to have 2N zero eigenvalues. Any
assignment of A’s on these equations for whatever reason (such as in the iterative nonlinear solution procedure) is
equivalent to specifying the initial states at the correct phase of the solution process and implies nothing about the initial
state alterations. They are still unassigned, available, and are left genuinely free in the spectral solution process.

The objective of this exposition was to show that virtual work principles were not used in this manuscript or in earlier
works by the authors. As a matter of course, the Mechanical Law of Evolutionary Energy was shown to encompass
Hamilton’s Law of Varying Action from a real evolutional perspective.

Appendix B. Integral form of matrix elements for two degrees-of-freedom system

Mii ¼

Z 1

0

mi

Dt2
w
0Tw0

� �
dt� mi

Dt2
wTw0

����
1

0

i¼ 1;2 (B.1)

KLii ¼

Z 1

0
ðkliþkliþ 1

ÞwTw dt i¼ 1;2 (B.2)

KL12 ¼KL21 ¼

Z 1

0
kl2w

Twþ
c2

Dt
wTw0 dt (B.3)

Cii ¼

Z 1

0

ciþciþ1

Dt
wTw0 dt i¼ 1;2 (B.4)

KNL11 ¼

Z 1

0

�
knl1w

TwA1A1TwTwþknl2w
TwðA2

�A1
ÞðA2T
�A1T

ÞwTw
�

dt (B.5)

KNL22 ¼

Z 1

0

�
knl2w

TwðA2
�A1
ÞðA2T
�A1T

ÞwTwþknl3w
TwA2A2TwTw

�
dt (B.6)

KNL12 ¼KNL21 ¼

Z 1

0
knl2 w

TwðA2
�A1
ÞðA2T
�A1T

ÞwTw dt (B.7)

Fi ¼

Z 1

0
wTf T

i ðtÞdt i¼ 1;2 (B.8)

Appendix C. Matrix elements using power series temporal-basis-functions

Upon substituting power series temporal-basis-functions

wðtÞ ¼ ½1; t; t2; . . . ; tn�1� (C.1)

into Eqs. (B.1)–(B.8) and integrating, the following matrix elements are obtained.

M11ðJ; IÞ ¼
m1ð1�iÞi

Dt2ðiþ j�1Þ
; M22ðJ; IÞ ¼

m2ð1�iÞi

Dt2ðiþ j�1Þ
(C.2, C.3)

KL11ðJ; IÞ ¼
kl1þkl2

ðiþ jþ1Þ
; KL22ðJ; IÞ ¼

kl2þkl3

ðiþ jþ1Þ
(C.4, C.5)

KL12ðJ; IÞ ¼KL21ðJ; IÞ ¼
kl2

ðiþ jþ1Þ
þ

c2i

Dtðiþ jÞ
(C.6, C.7)

C11ðJ; IÞ ¼
ðc1þc2Þi

Dtðiþ jÞ
; C22ðJ; IÞ ¼

ðc2þc3Þi

Dtðiþ jÞ
(C.8, C.9)

i; j¼ 0;1;2; . . . ;n�1
J¼ jþ1 ðrow indicesÞ

I¼ iþ1 ðcolumn indicesÞ
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KNL11ðK; LÞ ¼ knl1

ðA1TA1
Þ

ðiþ jþkþ lþ1Þ
þknl2

ðA2T
�A1T

ÞðA2
�A1
Þ

ðiþ jþkþ lþ1Þ
(C.10)

KNL22ðK; LÞ ¼ knl2

ðA2T
�A1T

ÞðA2
�A1
Þ

ðiþ jþkþ lþ1Þ
þknl3

ðA2TA2
Þ

ðiþ jþkþ lþ1Þ
(C.11)

KNL12ðK; LÞ ¼KNL21ðK; LÞ ¼ knl2

ðA2T
�A1T

ÞðA2
�A1
Þ

ðiþ jþkþ lþ1Þ
(C.12)

i; j; k; l¼ 0;1;2; . . . ;n�1

I¼ iþ1 ðrow indicesÞ; J¼ jþ1 ðcolumn indicesÞ

K ¼ kþ1 ðrow indicesÞ; L¼ lþ1 ðcolumn indicesÞ

For each k, l run the indices i, j to form the scalar

ð. . .ÞT1�N

1

iþ jþkþ lþ1

	 

N�N

ð. . . ÞN�1

which is located at K ; L. For example, the first matrix element of Eq. (C.12) may be determined by running the indices
i; j¼ 0;1;2; . . . ;n�1, while k¼ l¼ 0

KNL12ð1;1Þ ¼ knl2 ðA
2T
�A1T

Þ
1

ðiþ jþ0þ0þ1Þ

	 

ðA2
�A1
Þ: (C.13)

Appendix D. Matrix elements using Gaussian temporal-basis-functions

Upon substituting Gaussian temporal-basis-functions

wðtÞ ¼ ½e�Kiðt�tiÞ
2

� (D.1)

into Eqs. (B.1)–(B.8)

M11ði; jÞ ¼
m1

Dt2

Z 1

0
4KiKjðt�tiÞðt�tjÞe

m1 dt� m1

Dt2
½�2Kjð1�tjÞe

m3�2Kjtje
m4 �

����
1

0

(D.2)

M22ði; jÞ ¼
m2

Dt2

Z 1

0
4KiKjðt�tiÞðt�tjÞe

m1 dt� m2

Dt2
½�2Kjð1�tjÞe

m3�2Kjtje
m4 �

����
1

0

(D.3)

KL11ði; jÞ ¼

Z 1

0
ðkl1þkl2 Þe

m1 dt; KL22ði; jÞ ¼

Z 1

0
ðkl2þkl3 Þe

m1 dt (D.4, D.5)

KL12ði; jÞ ¼KL21ði; jÞ ¼

Z 1

0
kl2 em1�

c2

Dt
½2Kjðt�tjÞe

m1 �

n o
dt (D.6)

C11ði; jÞ ¼

Z 1

0

c1þc2

Dt
½�2Kjðt�tjÞe

m1 �dt; C22ði; jÞ ¼

Z 1

0

c2þc3

Dt
½�2Kjðt�tjÞe

m1 �dt (D.7, D.8)

KNL11ðk; lÞ ¼

Z 1

0

�
knl1 A1Tem1 A1em2þknl2 ðA

2
�A1
Þ
Tem1 ðA2

�A1
Þem2

�
dt (D.9)

KNL22ðk; lÞ ¼

Z 1

0

�
knl2 ðA

2
�A1
Þ
Tem1 ðA2

�A1
Þem2þknl3 A2Tem1 A2em2

�
dt (D.10)

KNL12ðk; lÞ ¼KNL21ðk; lÞ ¼

Z 1

0
knl2 ðA

2
�A1
Þ
Tem1 ðA2

�A1
Þem2 dt (D.11)

i; j; k; l¼ 1;2; . . . ;n�1
i; k¼ ðrow indicesÞ

j; l¼ ðcolumn indicesÞ

m1 ¼�Kiðt�tiÞ
2
�Kjðt�tjÞ

2; m2 ¼�Kkðt�tkÞ
2
�Klðt�tlÞ

2 (D.12, D.13)

m3 ¼�Kið1�tiÞ
2
�Kjð1�tjÞ

2; m4 ¼�Kit2
i �Kjt2

j (D.14, D.15)
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Run the indices i; j¼ 1;2; . . . ;n to form the scalar ð. . . ÞTem1 ð. . .Þ, which is multiplied by em2 at k; l. For example, the first matrix
element of Eq. (D.11) may be determined by running the indices i; j¼ 1;2; . . . ;n, while k¼ l¼ 1

KNL12ðk; lÞ ¼

Z 1

0
knl2 ðA

2
�A1
Þ
T e�Kiðt�tiÞ

2
�Kjðt�tjÞ

2

ðA2
�A1
Þe�K1ðt�t1Þ

2
�K1ðt�t1Þ

2

dt (D.16)
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